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In those comments and in subsequent meetings with higher education leaders, our new governor
challenged all of us to follow the example of the business world by utilizing technology to improve our
efficiency and productivity. He also said that each level of the post-secondary education system (votech, community colleges and universities) should put aside its institutional self interests and find new
and better ways to work together for the benefit of the entire state.
In refreshingly plain talk, Governor Patton said the citizens of Kentucky want higher education to
devote its time and energy to more fully become the means to a better life and to be less concerned
about what our critics call "institutional turf." As a clincher, the governor said he recognized higher
education's need for better budgets but added that "fundamental change" should come before the new
money.
In our view, the governor is right on target and we are proud of the fact that Morehead State is
meeting his challenge by making substantial, perhaps even historic, changes to become mors effective.
Gov. Patton speaks of "cooperation and collaboration" among institutions and that is just what we are
doing at MSU.
For example, if the General Assembly funds the budget proposed by Governor Patton, MSU and
Prestonsburg Community College will become joint occupants of a new building on the PCC campus.
This project would be the prototype of future cooperation among regional institutions, UK and the
community colleges. More importantly, it will save money because we won't have to build a separate
facility to replace the overcrowded, rented building now in use.
In another exciting innovation, MSU is providing televised classes in English and calculus for selected
high school students in Mason and Magoffin counties through the KET Star Channel. The project was
organized by KEDC, the state's largest cooperative of public school districts. The growing use of
distance learning is revolutionizing the delivery of higher education and offers a cost-effective vehicle
for cooperation at all levels of public education.
This institution also is taking the lead to develop a comprehensive technical and managerial training
program for the state's secondary wood industry. Working with Kentucky Tech and others, the
program could benefit the entire state and help create new jobs.
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MSU grad becomes distance learning advocate
Virginia Gaines Fox: It all started at MSU!
BY REBECCA BAll..EY

V~fa

Gaines Fox has
accomplished many firsts chroughouc her
high-energy career. She was the first and
only female CEO of a national
orgacizarion in public broadcasting. She
was the first public broadcasting
representative selected by the Association
oflndependem Video and Filmmakers for
the congres.sionally-created Independent
Television Service Board. She was the
creator of rhe first National ITV Satellite
Schedule (NISS) serving over 23 million
students annually, and the crearor of
SERC, the first public broadcastedDOE
imersrare consortium for distance
learning. She is the founding di.rector of
the Organizario~ of Stare Broadcasting
Executives.
It all srarted at Morehead Seate
University.
As a student ar MSU, Vu-ginia Fox
found thac her inrerests led her co
participate in a wide variecy of activities, a
characteristic thar bas concinued ro the
present day. Highlights were working on
the srudem newspaper and as a freshman
counselor. She particularly enjoyed her
experiences with Mrs. Mignon Doran,
wife of former MSU president Dr. Adron
Doran, and with dean of women Earlene
Saunders. The relationship between
faculcy, administration, and students was a
dose one (Dr. Doran knew students by
name), and Fox believes it gave her "the
chance to learn many valuable lessons"
about encouragement and positive
working relationships.
Fox earned the bachelor's degree in
elementary education, graduating with
distinction in 1961. Before earning a
master's degree in library science at the
University ofKenrucky, she taught at the
elementary level for four years, and was an
elementary school librarian for three.
Her association with Kentucky

Educational Television (KET) began in
September 1968 when she began working
as a ucilization specialist. Working her way
up, she held a variety of positions
including executive assistant co the
executive director and director of
education and programming, becoming
depucy executive director in May 1975, a
posicion she held for nearly five years.
In March of 1980, Fox became
president and CEO of the Southern
Educational Communications Association
(SECA) in Columbia, South Carolina. Ac
SECA, she received $10 million co begin
the Satellite Educational Resource
Consortium (SERC). This enabled a link
between 22 scare deparanents of
education and public television networks
co bring distance learning ro more than
10,000 srudencs- -one of two career
accomplishments she is most proud of.
After eighc years at SECA, she returned
co KET as executive vice president of
KET Foundation and president ofKET
Endowment. She became CEO of KET,
The Kentucky Network, in April 1991 ,
and executive director in October 199 L
The accomplishment she is most proud of
during her cenure at KET is securing the
original funding for GED on TV from
the Appalachian Regional Commission.
For the firsc time, chis allowed Kentucky
residents who had not received high
school diplomas to make strides coward
earning a GED through the medium of
television. Senator Joe Stacy of West
Liberty (father of current representative
John Will Stacy), whom she calls "one of
our great unsung heroes," literally walked
her through the capitol in Frankfort co
secure additional discretionary money for
the project from Governor Wendell Ford.
"I am proud chat MSU runs the GED
testing program for the state," Fox says.
"The decision for chis was made whiJe she

was at SECA, so there
was no conflict of
interest involved. MSU
was selected because it
was best qualified ro
carry through the
project.
Her major emphasis,
Fox says, is on helping
Kenruckians in rural
areas. "They deserve ro
have the same qualities
of life and equitable
education as chose in
urban areas," she
believes. She knows
firsthand about
commuting and
working cowards a
higher education in a
rural area. Although she
was born in
Campbellsville, she
grew up in Fleming
Councy near rhe
Tollesboro area.
Viaor Fox, "my wonderful husband of
30 years," is a Navy captain and a lawyer.
One of che activities chey enjoy together is
ballroom dancing. "Via:or worked his way
through school reaching at an Arthur
Murray Dance School, bur he couldn't
reach me," she laughs. "I had to learn from
someone else."
Vngi.nia Fox's incerest:s outside of KET
are numerous. She loves playing piano and
singing in che church choir at the
Episcopal Churclt of the Ascension in
Frankfon. She plays a lot of golf, enjoys
wacer skiing, runs (but nor competitively)
and works out at a gym five days a week.
"I read a lot," she says, including four
newspapers a day. "I adore The Wall Street
journal because it reBeccs what people do
rather than what they say."

.- i

Virginia Gaines Fox

No matter how one defines success,
Vuginia Gaines Fox has achieved it. "My
life is art and public affuirs, and 1 value
education and equiry. KET marries my
"do-good" side and my ans side. Ar KET
our goal is to work with everyone in
Kentucky, and ic has the same broad
appeal as a library, universicy or museum.
"fve never really left Morehead," she
says, and there is always a great deal of
enthusiasm in her voice when she talks
about MSU. "Our .missions are the same: a
commianenc to rural Kentuckians and
making everyone the best they can be.
Liccle seems to have changed acMSU since
I was a srudent, and I mean that in a
..
,,
pos1t1ve sense.
She laughs. "f m happy as a clam"- the
true definicion of success.
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Cheerleaders, percussive group
repeat as national champions
BY PAULINE YOUNG

--

In the lisr of accomplishmenrs,
Morehead Srace University can boast abour
the cwo groups of srudenrs who won
national championships in their respective
areas. In boch cases, it was a repear
performance.
MSU's Percussion Ensemble cook cop
honors in che National Marching Forum at
the Percussive Arts Sociecy International
Convention in early November. ln early
January, the co-ed cheerleading squad
defended irs tide in Division I at the
National College Cheerleading
Championships in Orlando, Fla.
The 45 stude.nrs in che Percussion
Ensemble traveled co Phoenix, Ariz., where
the group cook ~ place overall as well as
"best bass drums" and "best pie." They
compeced against all university marching
percussion groups regardless of the size of
che school.
The Universicy's ensemble won the
national tide in 1988 and 1992 and took
second place in 1989, according co Prank
Oddis, associate professor of music and
the group's instructor.
While competing for che seventh win
in nine appearances, che co-ed
cheedeading squad claimed che cic:le for
the sixth consecucive year. They were firsc
place fmishersin 1988, 1991, 1992, 1993,
1994 and l 995.

The compecition gers cougher each year,
according to Myron Doan, MSU dean of
students and squad coach.
To acknowledge their accomplishments,
the MSU Alumni Association's Board of

Directors adopted a resolution on cheir
behalf The group's presidenc, J. T.
Holbrook of Lexington, made the
presentation to Doan during halftime
ceremonies of an Eagles basketball game.

The all-girl cheer squad also competed at
che championships where che group placed
fourth. One student received an injury in
the early portion of the routine.

During halftime of on Eagle boskeboll game, MSU's Marching Percussion
gave the home crowd a repeat performance of the routine that won the
ensemble the notional title. Ploying snore drums were Kevin Johnson, leh,
Bowling Green junior, and Mike Cotolono, Stro~ord, Conn., senior.

Shoring their excitement is what they do ~t os wos evident at o recent
home bosketboU game when the MSU ~cheerleaders presenled their
notional trophy lo the University. Accepting the oword was MSU President
Ronald G. Eaglin, second from right. The Marching Percussion hod
previously mode the some pre5enlation of its first place trophy.
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Corporate leaders offer their views at MSU
Lary, Leveridge and Mays concur on need to keep up with change

,

BY PAULINE YOUNG

JB

ecause the
world is everchanging, students
musr be prepared ro
compere for the jobs
of the future in
business and
industry.
That was che
message ddivered by
three business
leaders who took
time from their
respective jobs to
offer advice to
Morehead Stare
Universicy pe~onnd
as the fall term
opened.
Morehead State University President Ronald G. Eaglin, left, invited three business leaders lo be a port of a panel discussion during the University's full opening of school
convocation,
on annual event for faculty and sloff members. On hand lo offer their views of what students will need lo succeed in future job markets were J. Don Locy of Ashland,
Joining MSU
Inc.,
Glenn
leveridge
of Bonk One in Lexington and John M.ays of First American Bonk of Ashland.
President Ronald G.
Eaglin for a pand
chat change and change it into our
continuously polish and hone our
discussion at the annual faculcy and
consider the beliefs of critics and
direction to make ic beneficial co
staff convocation were J. Dan Lacy,
plan accordingly co meet chose
skills, constantly change the way we
vice president for corporate
do business."
us." Agreeing with his fellow pand
challenges.
communications at Ashland, Inc.,
members, Mays listed information
Comparing the workplace of the
Change is evident on both the
'60s to the present day, Lacy said
technology, problem solving,
and immediate past chair of che
corporate side and the education
Kentucky Advocates for Higher
communications and sales as being
that the thrust of individuals has
arm, according to Leveridge. "No
Education; Glenn Leveridge,
of uanost imponance for survival in
been replaced by teams, cooperation longer are you rewarded for
executive vice president ofTrust &
has replaced comperirion, and
attendance but you are rewarded for the future.
Investment Management Unit,
In his comments to the group,
qualicy and customer satisfaction
performance and everything is
Bank One in Lexington, and a
Dr. Eaglin listed MSU's campus
have replaced winning.
measurable and accountable," he
being named among the safest in
member of the Council on Higher
Lacy suggested that to be
said of the corporate world. "No
the
nation, accreditation of the
Educarion; and John Mays,
prepared for the 21st century we
longer do you wait for annual
College of Business, and
chairman of the board of First
might consider "teaching our
reviews bur these are done on a
reaccredicarion of the Veterinary
American Bank of Ashland.
quarterly basis. We challenge our
children practical knowledge and
The c:rio, who are active
Technology Program among che
staff as co whether they want to be
theory bur also hdping them to
. .
.
. ,,
highlights of the last year. He then
professionally and civically, are all
v1cnms or naVIgacors or survtvors,
understand and apply flexibilicy,
MSU graduates.
issued a challenge to the faculty and
innovation, problem solving,
Levecidge said.
staff members for the coming year:
Lacy urged the faculcy to be aware
ceamwork and communications
Change is a continual process
of what is happening in the business skills." No ring char most people
which must be dealt with, according "Know what is out there and how
we can change what we do to make
world. "Change is occurring at a
have the perception that higher
co Mays. "Ir will be there whether
much faster pace-primarily because
it understandable and useable in the
education is nor fulfilling the needs
we like it or not, but we need co
next millennium."
of technology so chat we must
of students, Lacy asked the group to learn how to become sponsors of

0
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Open Letter to Alumni, Facuhy, Staff, Parents and Other Friends:

A New Direction In Athletics
As many of you are aware, the
"need-based" scholarships instead
University was heavily involved for of the traditional athletic grants.
For example-. we already have
about a year and a half in
determining the future direcrion of scheduled games next fall with
Dayton, Evansville and Valparaiso.
intercollegiate athletics, especially
the football program. Throughout, Also, be assured that football
our goal always was to preserve our players now holding scholarships
NCAA Division l starus. It
will keep that aid until their
eligibility ends.
evenrually became apparent that
We hope someday to join a
our only realistic option was to
football-only conference wich these
play lower cost football while
remaining in the Ohio Valley
and ocher schools which share this
same football philosophy. We are
Conference in all other spons for
optimistic that this new approach
men and women.
We are pleased to report to you will enable us co be more
that we have been successful in
competitive in football while
preserving football, albeit at a
utilizing more players from our
region.
different level of comperi cion, and
At the same rime, the Eagles
that MSU is continuing its proud,
47-year history as a charter
and Lady Eagles will continue co
compete in all other OVCmember of the OVC in NCAA
sponsored spons at the Division I
Division I.
level. This arrangement will allow
Starting with the 1996 season,
our football Eagles will play
the University eventually co
reallocate as much as $300,000
outside the OVC against as many
other teams as possible which have from the athletic budget co
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Steve A. Hamilton
Direcror of Athletics

strengthen our other reams and co
make sure chat our athletic
revenues are distributed fairly
between men and women. We
believe these objectives can be
accomplished without further
draining our resources for
academics, the primary mission of
the University.
We realize that change of this
magnitude is difficult for some ro
accept, at lease initially. Please be
assured that we recognize and
respect each person's right to have
and express differing viewpoints
and many have done so, as chis
issue has been examined by many
groups, including a special
commirtee of the Board of
RegentS.
However, those on all sides of
this issue agree char now is the
time for everyone to come rogether
with a common goal of supporting
our University. Hopefully, we can
unite behind those student-athletes

/L_ ~
L Gene Caudill
Adminisrrarivc Supt.
Scaff Regent

who wear the Blue and Gold and
who are the real beneficiaries of
intercollegiate athletics.
Today, a new direction in
athletics has been dearly charted
by the fiscal realities of the 1990s
and by our renewed commitment
co the inherent value of athletic
competition to society. Ar the
same time, we have strengthened
our conviction chat no single
element of the University is more
important than our shared
mfasion, fuse and foremost, to
meet the educational needs of our
scudents.
Accordingly, we, the
undersigned, hereby invite each
alumnus, parent, student,
employee, and ocher friend to step
forward and reaffirm your personal
support of Morehead Stace
University, whether in academics
or athletics or whatever. You are
important co MSU and your help
is needed-now more than ever!
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Michael Mjnc.cy
Vice President for Student Life
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B. Proctor Caudill, Jr.
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President
MSU Foundation, Inc.

Co-President
MSU Family Association
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Russell G. Howard
Work Control Supervisor
Chair, Staff Congress
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Albert H. Evans, Jr.
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Michael R Adams
Associate Profes.sor of Chemistry
Chair, Athlecics Commim:e
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peracion: Welcome Back," a reunion of veterans who enrolled
ac MSU following cheir service in World War II, is being planned for
the summer of 1996 ro coincide with the 50rh anniversary of the
adoption of che G.I. Bill of Righcs in 1946.
The Alumni Association needs your help in collecting names and
addresses of chose srudencs who either came co college or returned co
college under che G.I. Bill in 1946 and 1947.
We also need addresses of the former sailors who trained ac MSU
berween mid-1942 and mid-1944 at the Navy's elecrrical school. We
have liscs of names but no addresses or identifying service numbers or
Social Securicy numbers. These sailors each spent at least four months ac
MSU learning to be shipboard electricians. They also will be invited co
"Operation: Welcome Back."
Please mail information ro: Operation: Wdcome Bade, MSU
Alumni Center, Morehead, KY 40351. The coll-free celephone number
is 1-800-783-2586. The fux number is 1-606-783-2585.

Eastern Ky. Voices to be heard

Letter to the Editor
B. Pat O'Rourke
616 Wildwood Parkway
Cape Coral, FL 33904
(94 l) 542-2784

Dear Edicor,

have been privileged to know, including Carol
Huff. Somecimes you are blessed to meet such
a person as her and I have some comfort chat J
saw her in Chicago on a business trip about six
yeaIS before she died. There was no hint that
she would become so ill.
r did not know everything about Carol; 1
knew some chings. She was always interesting
and bad a very outgoing personalicy and a
magic smile. She had a laugh chat 1 considered
her gre:m:st gift ... a laugh char can couch me
afce.r chrec decades.
r have wanted ro do something in her
memory. I believe providing a comribucion
over and above what I normally give co che
University would be appropriate. I hope char
chose of you who knew Carol and ocherswho
may be touched by my memory of her or your
memories of ocher MSU dassmares who have
passed away, will join me by sending a
remembrance contribution ro the University.
I wish all my fellow graduates and CK
brothers aJJ che best in your personal and
professional lives.

It is hatd co imagine that I am coming up
on my 30ch anniversary as a graduate of
Morehead Scace Universicy. Maybe it is hard
to bdic:ve because I have kept relarivdy dose
contact with che Universicy and alumni over
che years. One thing that has not diminished
by memory or time is my absolute support of
MSU!
At this time last year, I visited che MSU
campus on my way co die Brickyard 400 in
Indianapolis. The trip followed my retirement
from The Greater Washington Board of Trade,
a regional Chamber of Commerce in
Washington, D.C. Following che race, I drove
co Cape Coral, Florida, where I now live.
While visiting on che MSU campus, I
fou.nd ouc char a person char I was very close
ro, Carol Huff (Murphy), had died in 1989. I
was srunned. My inicial choughr was char [ felr
so sad because I didn't have a chance co be
Kindest choughcs,
supportive during her two-year illness. I
8. Pac O'Rourke ('66)
understand that she was separated from
her husband. but lier MSU dassmares
including Kappa Trident sisters, and her
American Airlines coll~uues were very
hdpfuJ ro her. I had talked co several of
her Kappa sisrers and some of my
Collegiare Knight brothers since last year
and all of chem choughc I knew of Carol's
passing.
Because of chose conversations, I am
reminded why Morehead was suclt a
B. !"at. O'Rourkc in 1966
Carol HufT in 1966
wonderful experience. It is che people I

Auditions have been completed and rehearsals are set to begin for che The
Voices ofEastern Kentucky, a regional chorus sponsored by Morehead Scace
Universicy.
If everything goes as planned, che chorus will head overseas June 20 where
chey will perform in England, Scotland, and Wales before returning on July 3.
Thiny-chree voices have been selected at the present time, according to Dr.
Kenneth Sipley, MSU assistant professor of music who will direct the
ensemble. "They include high school and college srudenrs as well as alumni
from che Universicy and professionals from all walks of life. There's also a wide
range of ages represented."
The group will rehearse one weekend each mooch until time for departure, Dr. Sipley noted. The members have a lot of music co learn including Renaissance, 19th- and
20th-cenrury sacred music, spiriruals and folk-type hymns.
While he is sciU choosing the music, "The Cherry Tree," "Amazing Grace," and "Jusc a Closer Walk Wirh Thee" are among che old standards which Dr. Sipley expeccs will
make che final cut.
Making up the chorus are:
SOPRANOS: Lela K Cocanougher, high school srudenc from Maysville; Joyce K Herron of Morehead; Cindy L. Maggard of Grahn; Mary Sipley of Olive Hill; Gloria
Tolliver ('85) ofHicchins; Janean Freeman of Morehead; Kathryn Page Kleier of Maysville; Elaine Norman ofPikeville; Jane Short, MSU senior from Paintsville; Amanda J.
Sloas, high school student from Morehead; Margaret Vance of Ashland, and Roma Prindle, MSU assistant professor of music from Harlan.
ALTOS: Hedwine Caldwell ('67) of Morehead; Brin Lincoln, high school srudenc from Morehead; Julia Neill of Morehead; Dallas Fay Sammons ('75) of Morehead;
Jacqueline Scott ('86) of Morehead; Sarah Dailey ofMorehead; Colleen Prater of Salyersville; Kaori Saro, MSU senior from Japan; and Jane-Ann Taylor ('88) of Catlettsburg.
TENORS: Basil Hronchak of Sandy Hook; NorvelEarlPerkins, MSU student from Mc. Seeding; Chris Whelan {'95) ofAaherty; Geoffrey A. Middleton, MSU sophomore
from Dorton; Dr. John R Secor of Morehead; and Bowin Tichenor, MSU freshman from Eastwood.
BASS: Wayne P. Caldwell (76) of Morehead; Les Caskey of Morehead; Jonathan Shaw ('92) of Paintsville; John W Vice ofAshland; Jonathan Adkins, high school student
from Pikeville; and Dr. Ricley R Little, MSU assisrant professor of music.
The overseas venrure is being arranged by MSU in cooperation with che Cooperative Cencer for Study in Britain (CCSB). Ar. least six major concerrs are expected m be held
with performances scheduled for a number of hiscoric sires such as che Cancerbury Cathedral. The trip is being financed by contributions from private sources.
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INNOVATIVE TEACHER-TRAINING
SESSION BRINGS ACClAIM
Dr. Paul Taylor, associate profeswr of
music, used some ingenuity which in rum
earned a notice in a national magazine.
Earlier this year, Dr. Taylor presenced a
reacher-training workshop co area music
teachers in Ashland. During che sesfilon, he
shared success scories in recruiring and
retaining advanced music srudents. Several
incUviduals, including members of the
rommunity and MSU college srudems,
accompanied Dr. Taylor and performed for
the program attendees. Additional music
students, including children, were seen on
videotape describing their reasons for playing
music, and obsrades thac sometimes affect
their praccice rime.
The program was funded by a matching
grant from the American Music Teacher's
Association which was awarded co the
Ashland Area Music Teacher's Association.
The idea received &vocable marks and The
American Music Teacher included it in cheir
local association news in the
August/September 1995 is.rue.

PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR
AWARDED GRANT
Dr. Lynn ~bach, assisranr pro~or of
psychology; is che recipient of a $13,115
EPSCoR grant from the National Science
Foundation ch.rough the Universicy of
Kenrucky. DL~bach's project is entitled
"Children's Production of Meraphor in
School." In discussing her project, she said,
"By examining children's use of metaphor, we
can perhaps gain a better perception of how
they understand their world."
EPSCoR- che Experimental Program tO

E

D

M

I

Stimulate Competitive Research-was
originally funded by NSF in 1986, along with
the st.ate and universities involved, co provide
basic and applied research in science and
engmeeang.
A member of the MSU fuculty since
1992, OL ~bach holds the bachelor's
degree from the Universicy of Kentucky and
both the master's and doctoral degrees from
Miami Vniversicy of Ohio.
A frequent presenter at professional
meetin~, Dr. ~bach is the author or coauthor ofseveral articles for journals and
puhlicarions in her field. She is a member of
the American Psychological Society and the
Midwesrem Psychological Association.

VOLlfYBAil EAGLES HONORED FOR
ACADEMIC EXCELlfNCE
The E.agle volleybaU ream is one ofseven
NCAA Division I teams honored as American
Volleyball Coaches Association Team
Academic Award Recipients. The awards are
given each year to ceams which display
excellence in the classroom by maintaining a
cwnulative 3.3 grade-point average. The 1995
awards are given to those schools maintaining
the average during the 1994-95 school year.
For the second consc:curive year, MSU
attained the highesc ream grade-point average
among all NCAA Division I schools, wirh a
3.52 mark. Other Division I schools honored
were Dayton, Eastern Illinois, Nebraska,
Southwesc Missouri, William and Mary and
WISCOnsin-Milwaukee.
E.agle Coach Tracy Beacy said, "] think ic is
a tremendous plus for Morehead Srace
achlecics in general. These young women
proved chat they could do the job in the
dasm>om as well as on the floor. Our new
players have a lot co live up to."

c

s

EMERITUS ART PROFESSOR RECEIVES
SERVICE AWAfID
Don B. Young, SL, assistant profeswr
emeritus of an, has been named the 1995
recipient of che Kenrucky An Education
Association's Distinguished Service Within
the Profession Awanl..
The presentation was made during
KAEA'.s annual fall conference at Cumherland
Falls Stare Park, Nov. 10-11. He also has been
nominared by KAEA for the same award
given by the National An Education
Association.
Young was selected for the award based on
outstanding service, achievement and
oonrribution in previous yea.cs co the field of
art education and tO stare associations. He is
curremly chair ofKAEAS membership
committee and Burley/Coal division. With
more than 40 years in the profession,
including positions in Guam and Ohio,
Young has taught art at every grade level !Tom
kindergarten through college. After more
than 27 years ar MSU, Young emered the
Universitys early retiremenr program lase year.
He is a cwo-time graduate ofMSU, having
earned a bachdor's degree in 1955 and a
master's degree in 1961.

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
ACCREDITATION EXTENDED
M.orehead Scare University's cwo-year
degree progrnm in radiologic teehnology has

earned rontinuing accreditation for the
maximum period allowed by the national
accrediti.ng agency. The University was
nocified by the Joint Review Committee on
Education in Radiologic Technology chat the
program's accreditation had been extended
through the year 2000.

"In reaffirming the accred.iration, the
agency has recogni1.ed the exceptional efforts
of che faculty and sraff in providing a high
quality program," said Dr. Gerald DcMoss,
dean of the College ofScience and
Technology. "Additionally, the quality of this
program directly impaccs the quality of health
care in our region. n
Established in 1973, MSU's Radiologic
Technology program is a 24-momh-long
curriculum in which srudents spend half their
time in the ~m and the remainder
gaining hands-on experience at three di.ffuent
hmpital affiliates.
Currently 84 sruclents are enrolled and a
new class of 40 will enter che program in full
1996, according co Jacklynn Darling, assistant
probr of radiologic rechnology and
program coordinaror.
"Five faculty members share che das.wom
reaching load, while there are 12 approved
clinical education sites in F.astem Kenrucky
where srudents receive bands-on experience,n
she said. The clinical sires are Sc. Claire
Medical Cencer, Meadowview Regional
Hospital, ARH Regional Medical Center,
Mary Chiles Hospital, Mo~ Councy
Appalachian Regional Hmpital, Methodist
Hospital of Kentucky, Lake Gunberland
Regional Hmpital, Highlands Regional
Medical Center, Three Rivers Medical Center,
Pattie A Clay Hmpital, Bl~ Memorial
Hospital and Fleming County Hospital.

WE WANT To HEAR FROM You!
If you have business with the MSU_Alumni Association, Inc., we invite you to call us tol~free at
1-(800) 783-ALUM (2586); or FAX (606) 783-2585;
or Internet address: b.redwine@morehead-st.edu
You can reach the MSU Foundation, Inc., at

1-(800) 833-GIVE (4483); or FAX (606) 783-2277.
B
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E-Mail contact links MSU alums
BY Btu. REDWINE

Tis corresponding with pen and
paper becoming obsolete? Will the
U.S. Postal Service soon be out of
business? Will every household
own a personal computer?
Probably not in the immediate
future, but methods of
communication are taking a rapid
tum to electronics as we near the
21st century. As more and more
households begin to utilize
personal computers for everyday
applications, their value as
communication tools will
skyrocket.
With the ease of access to the
Internet and the World Wide Web,
many major businesses,
government agencies and
universities are already utilizing
electronic mail (e-mail) as an easy
and efficient means of
communication. With e-mail, an
individual has the ability to
distribute a bulletin or
memorandum to a multitude of
recipients by simply typing the
document on their PC and
transmitting it with the push of a
button. Once the recipients have
read the document, they can then
delete it, save it, print a hard copy
or download it for other uses.
At MSU, the e-mail ability has
become a very valuable tool in the
condua of daily communication,
and in some offices nearly
eliminated the use of paper for
routine correspondence. For those
of us who are required to travel in
the performance of our duties,
e-mail is a very efficient means of
maintaining conraa with the

campus. By utilizing a laptop
computer and modem, we have the
ability to access our e-mail from
anywhere in the world with a
telephone line.
As more and more alumni gain
access co the lncernec, whether it
be through Prodigy, Compuserv, or
any other online service, their
ability co communicate with us
increases dramatically. We
encourage you co experiment with
this exciting cool co provide the
Alumni Association with personal
updates, address changes, ticket
orders for special events or just co
drop us a note co request
information about current events
on campus. If you have access to
the Internet, please let us hear from
you by sending your e-mail co

b.redwine@morehead-st.edu.
Plans are underway at this very
moment to establish a WEB page
for MSU that will provide stace-ofthe-art resources and information
electronically. Watch for more
details in upcoming issues of

MOREHEAD STATEment.
In the meantime don't forget:

b.redwine@morehcad-st.edu.

Morehead State University

25TH ANNIVERSARY
CELEB RATIONS

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
FRATERNTIY
Dare: Sacurday, March 23, 1996
7:00 p.m.
Location: Commonwealth Dining Room,

ADUC

SIGMA Pr FRATERNITY
D ELTA RHO CHAPTER
(1971-1996)
Date: April 12, 13, 14 (1996)
Location: Holiday Inn Nonh
Lexington, Kentucky

Agathering of 25 years of alumni, actives, pledges and friends ofSigma Pi

&atcmicy. A gathering ro recogniu leaders, acknowledge accomplishments and have fun
among brothers spanning che years to promote lifc~long membership in a great fratcmal
organization.
The planning commim:e hopes we have concacced everyone, buc we may have missed
a few people, especially little sisters and special friends. Ifyou have not been contace~ or
know someone who has not been concacced, we would love ro hear from you. To be added
ro the official mailing list and co obtain a copy of the Delta Rho newslem.r and 25th
Anniversary information, please call Charlie Eldridge ar (5 13) 860-5361 co obtain all
information on coming events. We all look forward co a spectacu1ar event and hope co see
you there.

THETA CHI FRATERNTIY
Date: Saturday; April 13, 1996
Location: Holiday Inn Cincinnati Airport in

Nonhem Kenrucky

MOREHEAD STATEment
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New Eagle Trace Golf Course holds great promise
18-hole course will rank with the best
BY RANDY STACY

__

,

-

li e didn'r rake long for Morehead
Srace University Golf Coach Dr. Rex
Chaney to develop a greac appreciacion for
whar Eagle Trace Golf Course, che new
compecicive home of che Eagle golf ream,
will mean co his program. Chaney's Eagles
opened the 1995-96 season wich a 15-shoc
victory in che 36-hole Capita.I Bank
lnvicational ar Bent Creek Golf Course in
Cape Girardeau, Mo. MSU finished ahead
of 15 ocher reams, winning in dominacing
fashion. "From che start of che season, you
could see what a difference daily
competition on a championship golf
course cm mean to individuals and the
rerun," Chaney said. "Playing ac Eagle
Trace forces our young men to manage a
greac golf course. They muse learn co play,
and be confidenr ~playing all che shoes.
"The University Golf Course has
served us well for many years and
conrinues ro be an imponanc part of our
preparacion. But, because of ics layout and
lengch, chere are shots you don'c play
often. We simply didn't play chc long iron
shoes char are so imporcant on che long
courses in a competitive situation."
Eagle Trace, locally developed by a
group of area business and professional
men, is wichour question already one of
che rop courses in Kencucky. Cuc our of
nacural terrain, ir measures 6,959 yards
from the d1ampionship cees and plays ro a
par 72. Jcs tees and greens are benc grass,
and rye is the dominant grass in rhe
Fairways. Because it was cut ouc of natural
terrain wich Fairways lined by macure crees,
che 18-hole layouc looks and plays more
maturely chan a co~ char was only
opened in June. "I believe char when che
course macures, ic will compare Favorably
wich the Scarier Course at Ohio Scace char
has been host co the NCAA Nacional
Championship," Chaney said.

JO

MORE HEAD STATEmcnt

"Already it is much becrer chan wbac is
afforded most NCAA Division 1golf
reams in che councry." Chaney is also
excited chat Eagle Trace will serve as the
sire for the 12th Annual Eagle C~ic
April 8-9, 1996. As many as 18 college
golf reams &om che ~tern Uniced States
are expecced to compere. "We look
forward co a grear tournament in April,"
Chaney said, "and, once word gees around
about the quality of the golf course, we
expecc even greater ching.s in che furure."
The outstanding quality of Eagle
Trace and chc availability of the MSU
Golf Course and che new Shdtowee Trail
Counuy Club also provide new recruiting
advantages. "We have a great deal to offer
a young man who wanes co play
intercollegiace golf," Chaney said. 'We
have always been able ro offer a quality
academic situation and discipline. Now we
have as good a Facility sicuacion as any
school could hope for."
The golf course is locared
approximaceJy seven miles west of
Morehead and three miles norch of
Interstate 64 Exie 133 on Ramey Ridge
Road, just offKentucky Highway 801.
More information can be obtained by
calling the Eagle Trace Pro Shop ac (606)
783-9973.

Cul out of natural terrain, the picturesque por·three 12th hole al Eagle Trace Golf Course features a
wel~bunkered, elevated green, a ravine between 1he tee and green, and a beautiful backdrop of
mature trees.

The two por threes on the front nine al Eagle Troce
Golf Course require the competitor to hit o
relatively long iron shot over o man-mode lake.
This photograph was token from just in front of the
eighth tee. The two golfers ore standing on the
eighth green.

Morehead Slate University Compliance
Coordinator and Academic-Athletic Covnselor
Jim Wells (leh) and Eagle Golf Cooch Dr. Rex
Chaney ore pictured on the por live third hole at
Eogle Trace Golf Course.
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Make the tax

U status anniversary focus for Founders Day

system work
for you

On Founders Day, scheduled April 12, MSU
will commemorate the 30th anniversary ofche
school's University srarus with former Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt, who signed the legislarion,
Con~ conrinually fine-runes the rax laws,
as convocation speaker.
and many major changes arc under consideracion
House Bill 238 was ~ by the stare
chis year. After 1993's devcnth-b.our crunch ro
legislature
on Feb. 10, 1966; signed by Gov_
accommodate higb.cr rax brackers, many taxpayers
Breathitt on Feb. 26 and became effective June
arc leery abourincome raxes .. . and rightly so.
But even with.our the specm: of possible law
16.
changes, year-end rax planning should bean
"In celebrating our past and this singular
annual ritual, as you search for every legitimare
milestone in partirular, we are very pleased and
deduction.
honored chat Gov. Brear.b..itt has acc.epced our
We'd like ro b.elp as much as possible. So
invitation to speak," saidPresidenc Ronald G.
we're offering a free book.lee, "Simple Ways co
Eaglin. "Gov. Breachict, a former member of
Reduce Income Taxes."
our
board of regents, has been a good friend of
This informative yec easy-co-read publication
MSU for many years," Dr. Eaglin added.
will explain rhe provisions chat affect most
At 11 :29 a.m. oo Feb. 26, 1966, Gov. Edward T. Breathitt, seated, signed House bill 238,
itemizing taxpayers, and suggest methods to reduce
The fonner governor served as a regem from giving
university s!alus lo MSU, Eastern Kentucky University, M.moy Stole University and Western
your lcvd of taxation chis year and in years ro
1986 to 1989 and was vice chair of the board
Kentucky University. Among those oo hand for that celebmlory e.oenl were, slonding from leh,
come.
slole Rep. Sherman Arnett of Clearfield, the late W.E. "Snooks" Cru!cher, former publisher of the
during his tenure.
For your free copy. please concacr
This year also marks the 109th year of higher Morehead News, MSU President Adron Doran, and the lole stole Sen. Ed Kelly of Flemingsburg.
Amell and Kelly, who represented the district in which MSU is located, were among the many
education in Rowan County and MSU's 74ch
Bob Howerton
legislators who were inslnJmental in the legislation's passage.
anniversary
as
a
public
instirution.
Planned Giving Officer
In addition co the convocation, a number of
Morehead Scare University
activities are being 6nalized, according to Susette Redwine, University Center programming/special evem coordinator, who is
Palmer Development House
Morehead, KY 40351-1689
chair of che Founders Day commircee. The day will begin wich a special breakfast for retired faculty and staff at which Dr. Eaglin
or call him roll-free
will recognize new retirees and make special presentations co chose who retired previously.
ac 1-800-833-4483
The annual convocation and awards ceremony, where che Founders Day Award for University Service is presented, will be at
I 0:30 a.rn. in Butcion Audicorium. It will be followed by a noon luncheon at which rime new
MSU Fellows and other benefactors of che University will be honored. Capping che day ar 6:30
p.m. in che Crager Room, Adron Doran Universicy Center, will be the Alumni Awards Dinner,
WEDDING WATCH AS OF DECEMBER 1995
highlighced by cbe induction of chree new members inro che Alumni Hall of Fame.
MARY SUZANNE NllWSOME (94), MORl!HF.AD & MARK WH1TE, MOREHEAD
Information on ticket cosrs for cbe luncheon and dinner as well as d1e deadline for reservations
JASON 0. NICHOLSON (95), Owl?.NSBORO & SHANNON K. VANOVER
is
available
by calling the Alumni Center roll-&ee at 1-800-783-2586; the MSU Foundation roll-free
SHARI ll SHEFl•IF.ID (92), MT. 01Wl, OHIO &JAMIE S. E.ASTl!RJ.JNC
at
1-800-833-4483,
or the Srudenr Activities Office at 606-783-2071.
SHERYL D. BRYANT (93). FRANKf-OR'J~ OHIO & Srorr GERHARDT, WIWAMSPOKI~ OHIO
CATRINA VARGO (95), ULYs.SES & RoNNIE HALL, PA!NrsvJLI.E
KlusToL D. Owu.Es (90), CoWMBus, OHIO & JEFFREY MANSION, CoWMBUS, O~no
LElGH ANN HANNAl1, WNDF.R & HOY C. WITTEN (95), SITKA
TAMELA M&s, BooNEVlllE & JEl'FIU:Y 0. WFST (88), IRVINE
LoRRIE ANN REllJJER (95), Fl.£M1NGSBURG & ]AMES A. HENDERSON, M\YSVlill
LEAH ANDERSON (95), MOREHEAD & JASON S. BLAIR (93), MORFJ IF.AO
RoNDIA Si'AGRAVFS (93), GRAYSON & MJO IAEL MCTUSH, MOREi LEAD
AwSON R. WADDEU. (94), H LNOMAN & BRENT HOOVER (92), DEMA
CHRISTY DAMRON, PIKEVJU£ & ALAN B. 0Jm:R (89), MOREHF.AD
JACQUELINE L STAMPER, SALYERSVJUE & TnEOOORE B. SIClllANO (71), AsBURY PARK, NY
LEA AwsoN W ELLS (93), WrNCREITER & PfiJU.r HOWARD, WINCHESTER
REBECCA M. C\MUEL, MOREHEAD & BRADl.EY 0. liAR:r (95), M ORlll IEAD
HW!N ANN.EJ. M Er:ttORD (92), RACELAND & STINEN T. Gn>sON (94), LoUTSVJU.E
CHRISTINE D. HUGllES (93), MoREHF.AD & NEALL MorcroN, Soum SHOR£
Yvrnr. L PF.Pov (92), Au.EN & TONY 0. STErAF.NS, AWN
AuOA L SLONE (95). PAINTSVIIl.E & GREGORY S. SOllmER (93). BLAINE
ROBIN L SETTY (92), WEUJNGTON & ADRON DwAYNE M ORRIS, MORE! IF.AO

c.

SUSAN M. CoNN

(95), H ONAKER & PATRICK E. HAU. GALVESTON
& ROBEKI' BRANNEN SAMUEL (86}, FLA'IWOODS
RoXANE M. H ll!NEM/\N (89), GREENUP & SCO'IT W. GROSS (92), AsHLAND

SHERRY 0 . CRUM, AsHLAND

'~ou (!)utjhl£l

&de in Q)Jictuies"
THE 1996 MSU SPRING GALA
APRIL 27, 1996
For more information, call (606) 783-2022

MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW FOR
HOMECOMING

'96, OCTOBER 25 TO 27!
MOREHEAD STATEmcnt
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Old man winter mode a

•c:hilf d

Six individuals who hove mode outslonding c:onlriJutions to athletics were honored al the Alhletic Holl of Fame Banquet.
Proudly displaying !heir OW'Cfds were, From .lelt, Wayne Martin ol Lexington. Marl Ledford of MJ. Sterling, Ws Oxley of
Middletown, Md.. Mickey Wells of Maeheod, and Roy Bailey of Bluefield, WVa. AJ right isJT. Holbrook of Lexington, MSU
Alumni Assoc:iolion president. Aho included, in absentia. was Phil Simms of Franklin Lakes, NJ.

GI

participants lo don wurmcr c:lalies b lb! cdlidB elll:ll. The coab
temperotures did nol dampen spire or ClllMC' • di •

AT

MSU
A PICTURE STORY

M

orehead State University's

by Pmlinc Young
pbocos by Tan Hobook

Homecoming weekend was a time
to reunite with funner classmates,

an opponunity to make new
friends and a place to enjoy the
camae1derie that joins all alumni
and friends of the University.
This year's activities included
the 25ch anniversary celebration of

Delta

Tau

Delta

fraternity,
induction of six spons figures into

the Athletic Hall of Fame, and the
crowning ofDeana Bailey of Blaine
as the Homecoming Queen..

Talk was lively and in abundance at f!Yef'/ location where alumni
gathered. Custer Reynolds, center, of Wilmore, could only laugh as John
E. ·~ Alen of Morehead finished one story for his son, Bumam, left.
Reynolds is pos1 president of the MSU Alumni Associotion.

Bodioro Marquess~ some al the •wor saones· of Frank
Robenson of l.exirlQlcn, OI Henry of W.. s.erling and John ~
Petro of Mt. Slerling at the Welcome Reception. Matqueu 1$ the
cb9*ir of Roy 8oill!y of Bluefield, W.Vo., a 1995 AJhletic Hal c:l
~indudre.

~
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N die ·ioalbol game, members ol lhe MSU Fusion Eru.emble pafcnned k>r he I b11bU1iuii9 aowd.. The s1udents ore, from left,
Miles Pucbsl, Salyersvile senior, Audie Thcxker, Owingsville senior; Mott Reynolds.. R.idnand senior. K.cMn Harris, Lexington
juaicc; .Jmon Hyllon, While$burg freshman, ond John Hylton, Whitesburg senior.

A 'nilmg queen, Deono Bailey of Blaine, wos crowned by President Ronald G. Eoglin
during holf.fime ceremonies of the Homecoming lootboU gome A junior humon $Cien<:e
ond biology mojof, Bailey is pre$iclenl of the Sluden! Activities Council and o rmidonc:e

assislont in fields Holl

Student Alumni Ambassador Kyle Howon:I. Garrison junior pubr~ reJaianJ map, wim busy sel1ng •0nce o.n
Eagle, Alwoys on Eagle• "t:shlrts ot the fish rry.

Aflef Deono Rochelle Bailey ol Blaine was
aowned the 1995 Morehead ·Siote
University Homecoming Queen, she

posed k>r on officio! photo wilh memben
ol t. c:ourt. They ore, from left, Trisha
McHolond, Lakeside Pen senior; Kelly
Keath, Ml. Sterling junior, Sondra
Johnson, Olive Hill 1unior; Sunshine
WlHionu, Greenup Counly senior; Angelo
Arms, loaisville junior; Queen Bailey;
Heather Frances Cripple, Ashland
sophomore; Leslie Peny, Solt Litl
sophomore; Geno Kirk. Martin County
senior; Christy lecMn, Danville, Ohio,
senior; Cassie Lawson, Morehead junior,
ond Kori Bacl Flatwoods senior.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1996 ARTS CALENDAR
1996 BASEBAil. SCHEDULE
February 1996
9
10

F

25

Sa
Su
Sa
Su
Sa
Su

28

w

29

Th

11

17
18

24

ac Tulane University
ar Tulane Universicy
ar Tulane University
ar Jacksonville Stare
al Jacksonville Stare
University of Indiana
University of Indiana
ar E:m: Tennessee Srate Univ.
ac East Tennessee Stare Univ.

6:30 p.m
2p.m.
2 p.m.
12p.m.#
l2:05 p.m.
1 p.m.
12 p.m.
3p.m.
3p.m.

Miami Uni\'CCSity (Ohio)
Miami Uni"\Ulity (Ohio)
ar Ohio University
ar University of Louisville
at University of Cincinnati
Yo~ State Univ.
Yo~ Stne Univ.
Wm Vuginia State
Western C.arolina

l2 p.m.#
l p.m.
2p.m.
2p.m.
3p.m.
l2p.m.#
l p.m.
2p.m.
2 p.m.
Up.m.#
l p.m.
12 p.m.#
2p.m.
2p.m.
12 p.m.#
lp.m.
2 p.m.
12 p.m.#
I p.m.

Art Exhibits
Feb. 14-iV\arch 22, Sculpture by Kevin Jerome Everman. Reception: Feb. 14, 7 p.rn.
April 3. High School Art Doy. Regional art compelitton open lo more than 120 high schools in Eoslern Kenlucky that
compose the Kentucky Art Education's Burley/Coal region
April 10-26, Sophomore exhibition. Receplion: April 10, 7 p.m. A required display of sludio work by sophomore art majors

Noy 1-10, Senior exhibition. Reception: May l , 7 p.m. A required display by all grodualing senior art majors
All exhibits will be in !he moin gallery. Cloypoo~Young M Building. Hours ore 8 o.m.·4 p.m.. Vv'eekdays. There is no charge For viewing. Tom
Sterno/, Deportment of Art choir. Additional informo/ion: (606) 783-2766.

March 1996
2
3

5
6

Sa
Su
T

w

8
9

F
Sa

LO
13
14

w

16
17
19

Su

Th

Sa
Su
T

20

w

21
23
24

Th
Sa

26
30
31

Su
Tu
Sa
Su

•UT-Martin

*UT-Manin
Jacksonville Swe
Uni~ity of Oncinnarl
Marshall University
•Austin Peay State Univ.
•Austin Peay Stne Univ.
University of Kentucky
ac 'Tennessee Tech Univ.
ac 'Tennessee Tech Univ.

T

3

w

5

F
Sa
Tu

6

9
10
13
14
17
18
20

21
24
25
27
28
30

w

Sa
So

w

Th
Sa
Su

w

Th
Sa
Su
Tu

University of Louisville
ac University of Kemudcy
*at Middle Tennessee Stare Univ.
•ar Middle Tennessee Stare Univ.
TBA
ar Marshall Universiry
..Eastern Kentucky Univ.
•Eastern Kentucky Univ., KY
Union College
ac University of [}.iyton
*Southeast Missouri St. Univ.
•Southeast Missouri St. Univ.
Pikeville College
ar Ohio Staec University
~ac Murray Srare University
'at Murray State University
KentuckyWesleyan

3 p.m.
6p.m.
TBA
u p.m.#
TBA
6p.m.
lp.m.#
TBA
2 p.m.
2p.m.#
1 p.m.#
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.

TBA#

TBA
2p.m.

May 1996
2

4-5
11-12

Th

Jon. l 2·Feb. 28, "Generations of Kentucky." Exhibition examines 1he arr and lives of eighl families and explores the lnffuence that
family and the cornmunily has had on their work.
March 1-April 30, "The Mystery of Carlos Cortez Coyle.• Works by lhe late ortisl and Berea native.

Nay 3-Aug. 31 , "Denzil Goodpaster: Kentucky Folk Artis!.•
The Cenfer, localed on /he MSU campus, is open lvbndoy through Friday from 8:30 a.m. lo 4:30 p.m. and Sotwday, 9 a.m.·5 p.m. No
admission charge. Adrian Swain, arlisfic direclor/curator. Additional information: (606) 783-2204

Music
Feb. 22, College of Humanities Follies, Bulton Auditorium, 8 p.m.
March 1-2, Orchestra Clinic, Baird Music Holl
March 3, Faculty Recital: Joy Flippin, keyboards, 8 p.m.
March 5, Faculty Recital: Romo Pnndle, soprano, 8 p.rn.

April 1996
2

Kentucky Folk Art Center at Morehead State University

ar Universicy of Cincinnati
OVC Tournament-Round 1
OVC Toumacnenr-Rnund 2

7 p.m.
TBA
TBA

April 4, Recilol: MSU Concert Choir, 8 p.m.
Apr11 23, Recital: OperoWorks, 8 p.rn. Romo Prindle, dlreclor
April 27, Fourth Annual Spring Gola, campus; charge
April 30, Recital: "Night of l 00 Clarinets.· 8 p.m.

Moy 2, Recital: MSU Orcheslro, 8 p.rn.
Moy 5, Recital: MSU Fusion Ensemble, 3 p.m.
All progroms, unless locotion is given, will be held in Duncan Recilol Hall in Baird Music Hall. No charge for 011"3fldonce unless olherwlse noted.
Dr. Christopher Galloher, Deporlmenl of Music chair. Additional infurmation: (606} 783-2473.

Theatre
Feb. 29-Morch 2, Arthur Schnitzler's "la Ronde,• Button Auditorium, 8 p.m. Set in the 1890s, this old Vienna love story
depicts the game of romance and seduction in l 0 shorl scenes each related to lhe nexl.
Morch 2~31, David Ives' "All in the Timing," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p.m. ; except for March 31 , 2 p.m. Comic vignettes
that combine satire, wit and hilarious fun.
Admission is by season membership or single admission tickets at $6 For odu/Js and $2 for senior citizens, high .school students one/ cliildren. Dr.
Travis lockhort1 coordinator of Theatre. Additional informal/on: (606} 783-2170.

# Doubld1cadcr
AU Tunes Ensrem
Home Games in Bold
~Ohio Valley Confc:rcno: Games
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Two MSU SPEAKERS Now
AVAllABLE FROM KHC SPEAKERS
BUREAU
Two individuals from Morehead State
Universiry ace listed in rhe current edition of
the Kenrucky Humanities Council Speakers
Bureau catalog. They are Dr. James Gifford,
an administrative staff member currently on
special assignment as execurive director of
rhe Jesse Smart Foundation, and Adrian
Swain, artistic direccor/curacor of the
Kentucky FolkArc Center.
Recognized as an Appalachian scholar, Dr.

E
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L
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Gifford has cwo topics available through rhe
KH:C Speakers Bureau. In "Appalachian
Humor," Dr. Gifford, a member of the
graduate faculty, uses humor co share aspecrs
of Appalachian culture and hiscory with his
audience.
In jesse Smart: The Man and His
Books,n Dr. Gifford presents an overview of
the late author's life and accomplishmencs
with emphasis on his conrributions to
sociery as an educaror.
Swain offers cwo slide-illustrated
presernations. Tn "Records and Reflections:
Expressive Folk Arc in Kentucky," he
explores the lives and works of several
Eastern Kenrucky arriscs to
show how their creative
urge evolved.
His ocher talk, "Charley
and Noah Kinney: Folk
An as a Record of
Change," shows how the
Kinney brothers used their
talents to make sense of the
changing world around
them.
Speakers of the KH:C
Speakers Bureau roster are
available free to nonprofit
communiry groups
Siacewidc. Addicional
information on the KHC
Speakers Bureau is available
from Beth Churd1, (606)
257-5932.

CHAIR OF ART
DEPARTMENT
INSTALLS WHITE
MARBLE SCULPTURE
DR. EAGLIN RECOGNIZED
Moreheod State University President Ronald G. Eaglin, le&, recently
was presented a 1995 Alumni Merit Award from his alma mater
Southeast Missouri State University. Five distinguished alumni
representing each of Southeast's colleges ore honored annually. Dr.
Eaglin, who hos a baccalaureate degree from Southeast in biology
and mathematics, was selected by the College of Science and
Technology to receive the award from the University's Alumni
Office. Presenting him the award of a dinner in Cope Girordeou
was Southeast President Bill Atchley, right. Dr. Eaglin earned his
master's degree from Southern Illinois University and the Ph.D.
degree from the University of Utah.
(photo by Southeast Missouri State University)

Tom Srernal, chair of the
Depanmenr of Art and
clireccor of exhibitions,
recently inscalledhis
sculpture piece "Bench
Form 94-3" in the
Pennsylvania Scace
Museum in Harrisburg, Pa.
The work is made of
Vermont whice marble
selected personally by the
artist. Sternal was one of

N

y

four sculptors whose pieces have been
installed in rhe museum's new collection of
monumental outdoor sculpture. The four
arciscs also were honored ac a reception there
earlier chis month.
Srernal's work is in more rhan 35 public
collections and numerous prestigious private
collections throughout the country. Other
pieces by Sternal are currently featured in
the Spring/SU011Iler l 995 .Exhibition at the
Grounds for Sculpture Museum in New
Jersey; one ofcbe premier exhibition sires in
the Un.ired Stares for monumencal sculpture.

NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR
FOUNDERS DAY AWARD

'96

Morehead State Universicy is seeking
nominations for its 1996 Founders Day
Award for Universiry Service. "We encourage
our fuculc:y/sta.ff, scudents, alumni and ocher
friends to nominate deserving candidates
who have given superior service to
Morehead Stace University through the
years," said Presidenc Ronald G. Eaglin.
The award is co be presented during che
annual observance on Friday, April U , as
the Universicy celebrates its 74th year as a
public inscirution of higher education.
Morehead Normal School, MSUs
prede~or insrirucion, opened ics doors in
1887 and the campus was converted co a
state nomlal school in 1922.
"Th.is year's observance indudes anocher
special milescone in our hiscory as we
celebrate che 30th anniversary of attaining
Uaiversicy scarus," Dr. Eaglin said.
Nominations for the 1996 award should
be submicredin writing co Founders Day
Chairperson, Morehead State University,
Palmer Development House, Morehead, KY
40351-1689. Currenc full-time employees of
MSU are nor eligible. Nominees must have
demonstrated extensive service co the
Universicy as an employee and/or volunteer.
Nominations must be postmarked by Friday,
Feb. 23.
The Founders Day Award for University
Service was escablished by MSU's Board of
Regencs in 1978. Recipients have included
WE. Cruccher, 1978; Linus A Fair, 1979;
U.S. Rep. Cad D. Perkins, 1980; Dr.
Warren C. lappin, 1981; Dr. TedL.
Crosthwait, 1982; Monroe Wicker, 1983;

Lloyd Cassity, 1984; Grace Crosthwaite,
1985; Boone Logan, 1986; Dr. Ronda! D.
Hare, 1987; George T. Young, 1988; John E.
Collis, 1989; Dr. Wtlhelm Exelbirr, 1990;
Dr. RH. Playforth, 1991; Dr. Mary
Northcun Powell, 1992; Sen Woody May,
1993; Dr. J.E. Duncan, 1994, and Harlen L.
Hamm and Sherman R Arnecc, 1995.

ENROUMENT FIGURES
SHOW DECREASE
Final figures for Morehead Seate
Universiry's fall 1995 enrollmenc show 8,454
srudencs enrolled, a decrease of 2.8 percent:
from the final fall 1994 figure of 8,697. Dr.
John C. Philley, executive vice president for
academic affairs, said thar tbe Uruversicy had
anticipated a dedine in enrollment rhis fall
and had budgeredfor only 8,400 students.
"On the other hand, our preliminary figures
show chat the number of first rime freshmen
enrolling has remained relatively stable.
"This is exuemely encouraging, since it
appears thac we are seeing a reversal in the
dedine of fuse citne freshmen," Dr. Philley
added.
Additionally, off-ca.mptis enrollment hit a
new high this fall with 2,000 srudents as
compared wich 1,959 last fall, for a 2. l
percent increase, according co the reporc.
"The increasing cost of higher educarion,
especially for srudencs in the area we serve, is
a probable factor for the [overall] decline,"
Dr. Philley said.

CCED BEGINS TO IDENTIFY
KENTUCKY ARCHITECTURAL
HERITAGE
A chree-member preservation project
ceam from Morehead Scare University's
Center for Community and Economic
Developmenc (CCED) has begun working
co identify historic sices in 33 Appalachian
Kenrucky counties. Funded by grants from
the Appalachian Regional Commission and
the Kenrucky Hericage Council, the project
involves locating, documenriog and
registering hisroric resources and creating
reuse/redevelopment strategies in local
communities. Historic resources will be
surveyed and some will be placed in
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nominacion fur the Nacional Regisrer of
Hisroric Places, making them more
attractive co developers through investment
tax credits, according ro Lynn David,
coordinator for the Appalachian Heritage
Projccr.
Plans will then be formulared ro develop
the sites identified for economic
redevelopment for projeas such as
downrown revitalizacion, new business and
cultural rourism, said David. Working with
David on the project are Mary Dawson,
project developmem specialist, and Christa
Smith, historian/archirectural hisrorian.
Additionally, the project ream is working
with faculty members ro develop various
courses in the areas of community planning,
culrural/historic preservation and economic
development to help students become more
involved in their own communities. "We
believe the results of this project will provide
a positive resource for economic
development in keeping with the CCED's
goals," David said.

MSU CAMPUS AMONG
NATION'S SAFEST
Morehead Scare University's main campus
has experienced a 42 percent drop in crime
over the past four years, according co data
compiled in accordance with the Campus
Security Act of 1990.
Also last year, MSU officials learned chat
the Univasicy was rared as one of the safest
colleges in the South. Crime at OJlltge: The
Studmt Guitk to Personal Safety, written by
Curtis Osaandcr and Joseph Schwanz,
ranked MSU 19th among the safest college
communities in the South. The book was
published by New Strategists Publications.
According to the Ostrander and Schwartz
srudy, MSU's care of campus crime was just
over half a percent per 100 srudents. The
authors reviewed crime statistics for 467
four-year schools with enrollments of 5,000
plus.
In 1994, MSU reported 225 offenses
overall as compared wicll-391 in 1991. The
statistics cover a wide range of criminal aces,
as specified by the law, including theft,
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PSYCHOLOGIST
RECEIVES AWARD
Dr. Chades H. Morgan, Jr., a
professor of psychology, is the 1995
recipient of the Distinguished
Psychologist Award presented by the
Kentucky Psychological Asrociation at
its rec.enc convention. Given annually,
the award is based on nominations
from the asrociacion membership
which are reviewed by the board of
directors which makes the selection.
The KPA is composed of
approximately 600 practicing and
academic psychologists statewide.
A licensed clinical psychologist. Dr.
Morgan joined the MSU fuculcy in
1979. Since 1988, he has served on the
Kentucky Board of Examiners,
including two years as ics chair. He also
is active in the Associacion of Scare and
MSU PSYCHOLOGIST HONORED
Provincial Psychology Boards, an
Dr. Chorle.s H. Morgon Jr., a Morehead Stole University international associacion of regulacoty
professor of psychology, is the 1995 recipient of the
bodies, and serves as the Kentucky
Distinguished Psychologist Award presented by the
delegate
to the group.
Kentucky Psychological Associofion at its recent
In addirion to his ~m
convenfion.
teaching, Dr. Morgan maintains his
burglary, criminal mischief/vandalism, simple professional involvement in the field through
and aggravated assaults, forcible and nonpan-time practice and with consulting
forcible sex offenses, drug possession and
privileges ac Sc. Claire Medical Center. He
motor vehicle theft. All colleges and
also is a frequent presenter at professional
meetin~ and conducts workshops for
universities are required not only to compile
oommunity groups.
campus crime statistics annually but to make
Dr. Morgan eamedhis BA degree from
chem available to srudents, potential srudcnts
Columbia University, the MA degree from
and employees as a result of the federal
the New School for Social Research, and the
Student Rigbc to Know and Campus
Ph.D.
degree from the University of Florida.
Security Aa of 1990.
"A safe environment is very important to
students and their families, so the fua that
we are able to provide one is gratifying," said
Michael Mincey, vice president for Student
Llfo. "Obviously we will do everything
possible to ensure that this continues. We
have learned from students and their parents
chat safety is one of the major fu:tors
oonsidcred in selecting a college," he added.
Richard Green, manager of Public Safety,
attributes much of the decrease to student
attitudes. "l really believe a good part of the
decline in campus crime is due to the
responsible citizcnsh.ip of our students."

on the state and national levels. She served as
the state's unit coordinator, Grear Lakes
regional coordinator, National Convention
educati.onal ~ion trainer, Commission of
Campus Activities chair, and Great Lakes
education ~ion co-chair. She was the
recipient of che Great Lakes Region Hall of
Fame award.
In her present role since 1985, Redwine
was formerly assistant director ofstudent
activities and organizations &om 1980 to 1985
and assistant director of the srudenr center
from 1978 to 1980.
She is a two-time graduate ofMSU where
she earned a bachelor's degree in
health/physical education and a master's degree
in higher education with an emphasis in
administration.
NACA is a national organimion of more
than l,200 colleges and univemties and 580
talent firms representing all 50 stareS and the
Canadian provinces. The organii.ation provides
education, infoanation and resources for
srudcncs and administracors co establish quality
campus activities in higher education.
Susette D. Redwine,
University center
programs and
special event
coordinator, hos
been elected lo the
Board of Directors of
the Notional
Association for
Campus Activities.

SusrnE REDWINE NAMED
TO NATIONAL BOARD
Susette D. Redwine, University center
programs and spcdal c:Yttlts coordinator, has
been dcaed to the Board of Direaors of the
National ~on for Campus Activities. As
a board member, she will participate in
implemeniation and review of the goals,
procedures and actions of the a.ssociacion as
well as the affianative action, finance,
publications review, rules and strategic
planning oomrninees.
Redwine has been involved in the NACA
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PRESIDENT APPOINTED
President Ronald G. Eaglin has been
appointed ro the Presidents Commission of
the National Collegi.are Acbletic Association
(NCAA).
Dr. Eaglin will serve as the represeotaeive
for Division I-AA, Region 2, for a tean
ending in January 1999. He replaces the
foaner Southeast Misoouri Stare Universicy
President Kala Stroup. President Eaglin will
attend the NCAA Presidents Commission
meeriog on January 7 in Dallas, Texas.
Dr. Eaglin also was a member of the
commisfilon in 1990-92 while chancellor of
the University of South Carolina's Coastal
Carolina College. Immediate past president
of the Ohio Valley Conference, Dr. Eaglin
also is a former vice chairman of the Big
South Arhlecic Conference.
The NCAA Presidems Commission is
chaired by Universicy of Colorado System
President Judith Albino.

JUDGE HOGGE HONORED AT FALL
COMMENCEMENT
An honorary Doctor of Public Service
degree was awarded co Judge Elijah M.
Hogge, a former judge of the Kenrucky
Coun of Appeals, during Morehead State
Universicy's Winter Commencement on
December 16, 1995.
Hden Pennington ofWest Liberty
awarded the honorary doctorate to Judge
Hogge on behalf of MSU's Board ofRegenrs,
nocing that he was a dedicated public
servant. "He holds the disriocrion of being
Kencucky's first Secretary ofTransportarion
and the first Secretary of Public Protection
and Regulacion."
A former Rowan Councy attorney who
now lives in Frankfon, Judge Hogge is
treasurer and board member of the Nonheasc
Kentucky Hospital Foundation which
established Sc. Claire Medical Center in
Morehead. He serves as legal advisor co the
Kenrucky Racing Commission and other
stare agencies.
le was a festive occasion on this
December morning as families and friends
cheered for the approximatdy 550 graduate
and undergraduate srudenrs who were
candidates for degrees. Srudenc speaker
Aaron Boyd Wagner ofWhedersburg, Ohio,

asked his fellow dassmaces to consider three
of the many values they had acquired while
atMSU.
Through hard wock, the inscicution prepared
us fur future challenges, Wagner said. "le is
only through hard work thac we, today,
cdebrare a great victory in our lives."
Ucilizing the works ofWalcer FJliocr,
Wagner said that the value of perseverance is
not a long race bur many short races run one
after another. "We are winners, because as
the old saying goes, winners never quit and
.
. ,,
qwners never WUL
The sincere and humble atcicude of
cbankfulness was Wagner's third value as he
recognized those who were instrumental in
helping him reach his goals: his professors,
his wife ShdJey, his parents and friends and,
most imporcancly, God. An environmental
science major with a geology option, Wagner
was a candidare for the Bachelor of Science
degree with honors.
After Wagner's calk, President Ronald G.
Eaglin challenged the new graduaces co
remember those who bad made a difference
in their lives and asked them co conrioue co
support higher education in every way
~ible.

Following the conferring of degrees, MSU's
newest alumni were inducted into the
Alumni Association by ics president-dea, H.
Jack Webb of Ashland.

CONTEST TO DESIGN LOGO
One lucky person will win $500 in a
special competicion now being sponsored by
Morehead Scare Universicy. Artists are
invited to submit a logo design for use on
al1 materials relacing co the University's 75th
birthday which will be cdebraced during the
coming year.
Submissions should be geared toward
MSU's Diamond Anniversary, 75 Years of
Service, which encompasses the years from
1922 to 1997.
Guiddines for the design are as follows:
approximatdy eight inches in height and
width; black and white with color overlay;
may utilize any geometridorganic shape;
wording, if used, should re.fleet the
cdebration, and the official MSU colors of
reflex blue and chrome yellow may be used.
The creator may be identified only on the

Addicional information is available
by calJing (606) 783-2024.

MSUCORPS RECEIVES
FUNDING
Morehead State University's
MSUCorps is one of nine
programs in the state co share $2.5
million in federal funding under
the national service initiacive,
AmeriCorps. The granc coral of
$427,800 will enable MSUCorps
co serve 13 counties in Eastern
Kenrucky, rather than eight as in
JUDGE HOGGE
HOGGE
lase year.
MSUCorps, launched in fall
Judge Elijah M. Hogge, right, was awarded an honorary
1994 as a three-year dfon, is
Doc!or of Public Service degree during Winter
Commencement. Congralulating him on the award is
designed co improve che levd of
President Ronald G. Eaglin. Judge Hogge, who earned a
educational success by high-risk
Doctor of Jurisprudence degree from Washington and lee
school chiJdren through a
University, began his career as on attorney in Rowan
comprehensive program of
County. He spent more than a decode as the
cucoring, mentoring and other
commonwealth's attorney for the 21st Judicial District which
services co students and their
includes Both, Menifee, Wiontgomery and Rowan counties.
He now lives in Frankfort where he serves as legal advisor to fumilies.

Now DR.

the Kentucky Racing Commission and other slate agencies.
He served seven years on the Kentucky Court of Appeals.

back of the work.
The design will be used on all formal
pieces relacing to the anniversary celebration
such as posters, brochures, letterheads and
awards, according co Madonna Weathers,
director of srudent devdopment and chair
of the logo design committee. "Encries will
be evaluated on design criteria,
reproduccion capabilicies and how well ic
depicts this milestone ar the Universicy," she
said.
The official MSU logo or seal may be
incorporated into the overall design as long
as the Universicy's licensing requirements are
met, Weathers added. A copy of these
requirements is available upon request.
Logo entries must be received by 4:30
p.m. on Friday, March 29, in the Office of
Student Development, 309 Allie Young
Hall, Morehead State Universicy, Morehead,
KY 40351-1689.
All submissions become the property of
Morehead Stace Universicy and will not be
returned. The entries will be juried by a
committee with the creator of the winning
entry to be notified in mid-April.

TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
CONTINUES AT WMKY
WMKY 90.3 FM, public radio from
Morehead Scace Universicy, has been
recognized for excellence in news, public
alfa.irs and spores coverage. Public Radio
News Directors lncorporared presented the
station wic.h cwo first place awards: co Tom
Lewis, WMKY news and public alfa.irs
director, for his report on the Strange Music
Festival, and to John Modaff, assistant
profeswr of speech communications, fur an
essay from his weekly series "My Tum."
The Kentucky Associated Press presented
Chuck Mraz, WMKY sports and assistant
news director, a first place award for his
coverage ofMSU football; Mraz. also earned
an honorable mention in sports coverage.
Wendy Ndson, WM.KY program and
production director, took fuse place for a
feature about a professional storyteller's
"baiot" stories. Honorable mentions were
awarded to Lewis for a "Focus on the
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VET TECH SCHOLARSHIP FOR MSU STUDENT
Another Morehead Stole University student will have on opportunity lo sfudy veterinary technology
!honks lo the efforts of others in the 6eld. Officers of the Buffolo Trace Veterinary Medical Association
(BVMA) and Kentucky Velerinory Medic.al Association (KVMA) met recently lo present the University
with a $2,675 check for the scholarship. On hand for the presentation were, from leh, Dr. Poul
Garofolo, president of BVMA; Dr. William Holbrook, post president of KVMA; Dr. Scott Rundell, MSU
associate professor of veterinary technology; Dr. Lee Tyner, coordinator of MSU's Veterinary Technology
Program; Dr. Rolph Derrickson, BVMA secretory/treasurer, and Dr. Don laBore, executive director of
KVMA. Now in its third year, the scholarship is funded from contributions of the Veterinary Technology
Program's Morehead d lnic Doy, on annual continuing educotion conference held al MSU's facilities.
More !hon 200 veterinarians, technicians and veterinary medical d from several states ottended the
1995 program, and oHendonce is expecled to be forger al this year's program which will be held June
8-9, according lo Dr. Tyner.

Region" program abouc faith, and to Bersy
Sandlin, a May 1995 graduace, for a human
incerest feacure.
WMKY's week-long fall fund drive
broughc in a record total of $20, 184 in
pledges, incentive grams and in-kind
concdbutions, acoording co station genetal
manager Larry Nechercon. "The total is che
most we've raised in a single fund drive in
the our 30-year history," he said.
WMKY began operating as a 10-warr
station in 1965, broadcasting three hours a
day. Today the 37,000-watt station is on che
air 18 hours a day, seven days a week.
WMKY is both a National Public Radio and
a Public Radio Incernacional affiliate,
broadcasting news and information, classical
music, jazz and specialty programs.
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SCHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED AT MSU
A scholarship hos been endowed for Morehead State University students from lewis County.
President Emeritus Adron Doran, lett, presented the $10,000 check lo President Ronald G. Eaglin to
es1oblish the Ida Garrett Wilson Scholarship Fund. Dr. Daron made the presentation on behalf of the
Peoples Bonk of Murray and H. Glenn Doran, president. The scholarship was endowed through o
bequest from the late Mobel Garrett Pullen of Murray.

OFFICERS ELECTED DURING
FAMILY WEEKEND
Morehead Stole University's Family Association installed new officers during the
University's annual Family Weekend. Serving o one-year term as co-presidents ore Al
and Koy Evans (leh) of Morehead. Named co-presidents elect were Sue and Gene
Caudill of Morehead.

..
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Advocates for higher education push for adequate funding
Jim Wiseman presents convinting argument
BY )IM WISEMAN

a percentage of
the state budget,
than our
neighboring
states. They face
tough fiscal
choices too, but
somehow those
neighboring stares
have given higher
ed a fairer shake.
Here's more:
Only one
state-Alaska-has
slashed higher ed
funding more
than Kenrucky
over the past 15
years. During this
same period,
almosr 30,000
additional
students have
enrered our
public system of
higher education.
Whar we've been
doing with
funding cuts, jusr
Jim Wiseman is a former chairman of the Kentucky Advocates for
when the need is
Higher Education and Vice President/Public Affairs for Toyota
greatest, simply
Manufacturing, USA, Inc., in Georgetown, Kentucky.
doesn't make
sense.
T he time has come for adequate
If we don't address chis situation,
funding of higher education in
we're in danger of falling permanently
Kentucky. We j use elected a new
behind. Kentucky's future depends
Governor, and the '96 legislature
on it. The link between higher
education and economic
convened in January. During this
important time, the Kenrucky
development is chat profound.
Advocates for Higher Education are
Yet our state has cut funding
continuing to push for more supporr
despite estimates that post-secondary
for Kenrucky's colleges and
education is required for 60 percent
universities.
of new jobs. We are sending the
And we need your help. But fuse., wrong message to economic
here's a quick primer on the state of
development prospects. They already
higher ed funding in Kentucky.
know chat Kenrucky ranks 48ch
Simply put, we're spending far less, as among the states in the percentage of

adults with college degrees.
Kentucky's ability co provide
meaningful employment for its
citizens is directly related to higher
education, and we've neglected this
resource. The bottom line is th.is: We
need to do better.
Rest assured, the Kenrucky
Advocates for Higher Education are
not looking for a cax increase. We
simply want our next governor and
our state legislature to ensure that
higher education is truly a top
priority. If that's the case, they can
find the money. The Advocares
propose the following commitment
for action from our new Governor
and rhe legislature:
• Increase funding 7 percent during
each year of the next biennium to
bring Kenrucky education to the
average funding level of
neighboring states;
• Increase funding beyond the
average during the second
biennium, and commit long-term
co making Kenrucky a real leader
in higher education; and
• Maintain competitive ruirion
policies and bolster financial aid to
help ensure access for all
Kenruckians.
Lots of forward-chinking folks
across the State agree. We've received
endorsements from some 50 different
organizations ranging from the
Kenrucky Chamber of Commerce to
the state's Council on Higher
Education. Boards of Regents at
virtually all the state's universities-plus
faculty, alumni, and srudent
groups-have added their
endorsements. (Morehead
endorsements include the Board of

Regents, the Alumni Association, the
Foundation Board, the Student
Government Association and the
Morehead/Rowan County Chamber
of Commerce.
The Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education is a volunteer
citizens' group composed of business
and civic leaders working to ensure
char our post-secondary schools are
adequately supporred in order co
provide meaningful employment for
all Kentuckians. We feel strongly chat
the current trend of diminishing state
supporr is a shorrsighced strategy that
erodes the quality of our institutions
and undermines the ability of higher
education to contribute ro Kentucky's
econorruc progress.
As a state, there is nothing that
has a better cost/benefit relationship
than public investment in education.
We recognized chat relationship a few
years back when Kenrucky instituted
its landmark education reform
package for elementary and secondary
schools. But we can't stop there.
Education is a conrinuum chat starts
with pre-school and now goes
through college and beyond. Join us
·co ensure that higher education
receives the resources it needs co build
a better furure for our state.
How can you hdp? Spread the
word. Let our Governor know char
higher ed deserves more state support.
Write your state legislators. Talk to
your neighbors and fellow leaders ill
your community. Ask for their help.
And if you have other ideas for
generating support, let us know. Our
mailing address is:
Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education
P.O. Box35
Somerset, KY 42502
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Beverly Ann
Maddix of Olive
Hill has been
named director
of internal
audits.

Maddix assumed
the position,
Beverly Ann Maddix
accordi ng to
Poner Dailey, vice president for
administration and fiscal services.
She fills a vacancy created when the
former director, Angela Manin, was
appointed director of budgets and
management information.
Previously employed as an internal
auditor for che Federal Express
Corporation and for Ashland, Inc.,
Maddix earned her B.B.A. degree
from Morehead Scace University. She
is a certified internal auditor as well
as a certified public accountant.
A member of the Institute of
Internal Auditors and the
Information Systems Audie and
Concrol Association, she is the
daughter of Mary Lewis of
Reynoldsburg, Ohio, and the late
Glen Maddix of Olive Hill.

Angela
Mullins, a native
ofWhitesburg,
bas joined
University
Advancement

staff as regional
·.;.

Angelo Mullins

development
officer.

"Ms.
Mullins' main role will be chat of
fund raiser for the University's
extended campus centers in Ashland,
Prestonsburg and West Liberty and
for WMKY, our public radio
station," said Bill Redwine, director
of alumni rdarions and
development. "Her firsthand
20 MOREHEAD STATEmcnt
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knowledge of Eastern Kentucky will
be an asset," Redwine added. A cum
laude graduate of Georgetown
College, Mullins previously was
individual fund raising director for
Appalshop. She also has been a
scewardship coordinator for
Georgecown College.
. Mullins has done extensive
volunceer work with the Letcher
Counry Emergency Food Pantry,
Kentucky River Community Care
Rape Crisis Center and WMMTFM community radio.
She is the daughter of Steve and
Sharon Brewer of Whitesburg and
Randall Mullins of Neon.

L
TJJD l.etcher, a
two-time graduate
of Morehead State,
has been named an
~istant in the
University's sports
infunnation office.
Letcher spent
Tim lek:her three years as a
srudenr worker in che sports
informacion office and one year as a
graduate assistant in compliance and
academic-achlecic counseling while
earning a bachelor's degree in
journalism (1993) and a master's
degree in communications (1995).
The 24-year-old native of
Cynthiana, Ky., attended Harrison
County High School

Brian

Brion Zopoch

7.apach, a fouryear member of
Indiana's
basketball
support staff, has
been named an

Holbrook of
Olive Hill has

~:::w.

photographer.

coach.
During the past four seasons at
Indiana, Zapach worked as a student
manager, a supervisor of student
managers, coordinator of video
exchange and in many other
administrative and public-rdated
areas for the highly successful
Hoosier basketball pro~.
The 22-year-old native of
Medford, Mass., attended Maiden
Catholic High School. He earned a
bachdor's degree in sports marketing
and management from Indiana this
spnng.
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been named
chief

He has assumed
the position
Tim W. Holbrook formerly hdd by
Eric Shinddbower who resigned co
accept a similar position at Fort
Knox.
The chief phocographer is
responsible for phoco coverage of
special University events as well as
day-to-day operations of a photo
studio, according to Judith Yancy,
director of institutional relations.
"We are forrunate to have someone
who is not only familiar with the
University bur who has solid
phorographic skills as well," Yancy
said in announcing the
appointment. "By combining his
sense of balance and design that is
part of his artistic training along
with the technical knowledge, we

hope co produce phorographs that
will give us award-winning
publicacions as well as to document
campus happenings for historical
purposes."
Holbrook is an honor graduate of
Morehead State University where he
earned a Bachclor of Arts degree
with an area in srudio an in 1994.
He was named the University's
Outstanding Freshman Arr Srudent
in 1991, and Outstanding Senior
An Student and Outstanding
Undergraduate An Student in 1994.
While in college, he completed an
internship in the Office of
Phocographic Services. After earning
the undergraduate degree, he
worked as a photo technician for
more than a year. A freelance
photographer for the past two years,
Holbrook was a spans stringer for
che Morehead News during 1993-94
and has been published in magazines
such as Bluegrass Unlimited. He has
also exhibited an works in a number
of shows locally and throughout the
State.

A graduate of West Caner High
School, Holbrook is che son ofMrs.
Audrey Holbrook of Olive Hill.
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MSUCorps, child care, fine arts top external support
Federal grants of $427,800 for MSUCorps and $300,000 for the new MSU-St. Claire Child Care Center and $250,000 as the third installment of Lucille Little's $1 million
pledge to suppon fine ans were che highlights of the University's gifts and grants during the fall and early winter of the 1995-96 school year.
Individual gifts and grams of ac leasr $10,000 included:
• $427,800 from the Kencucky
Community Service Commis.5ion for
1995-96 MSUCorps.

• $50,000 from the Cabinet for Workforce
Development for 1995-96Tech Prep
Consortium Serving Eastern Kentucky.

• $29,253 for "I-75 Ha7.ardous Materials
Commodity Flow Analysis."

• $300,000 from the Appalachian Regional • $44,312 from the Council on Higher
Commis.5ion for MSU-Sc. Oaire Child
.Education for Using Facilitators co
Care Center.
Enhance Primary Science Instruction.

• $28,000 from the National Aeronautic;
and Space Administration for a project
entitled "JOVE Faculty Research Associate
Program."

• $250,000 from Lucille Caudill Lircle
for che W. Paul and Lucille C. Lierle
Fine Arts Endowment.

• $25,000 from che Steele-Reese
Foundation for che Kenrucky Folk.Arr
Center.

• $185,890 from the Gateway Community
Services Organization for a project
entitled "1995-96 Head Start Program."
• $1U,795 from the Cabinet for
Workforce Development for Licking
Valley Center.
•

•

•

•

•

•

• $40,000 from che estate of Boone Logan
for scholarships.
• $40,000 from the Cabinet for Workforce
Development, for Tech Prep Consortium
Serving Eastern Kenrucky.
• $39,975 in computer software from
Gifts In Kind America for faculty offices
and computer laboratories.

• $38,495 in fabric from Gifts In Kind
America for the chea:rre program.
$96,243 from the Kencucky Deparanenc
of Education fur 1995-96 Kencucky
Teacher Internship Program.
• $36,400 from Highlands Regional Medical
Center, Meadowview Regional Hospital,
$75,000 from the Ashland Inc.
Northeast Kencucky Aiea Health
Foundation for unresccicced support.
Educarion Center (AHEC), Our Lady of
Bellefonte Hospital, Pikeville United
$70,000 in furniture from Gifts In
Methodist Hospital ofKencucky, lnc., St.
Kind America for the College of
Claire Medical Center, and Three Rivers
Business.
Medical Center for Eastern Kentucky
Health Science Information Network.
$61,250 from Mountain Rural
Telephone Corp. for scholarships.
• $35,000 in livestock from Barbara
Knebelkamp for the equine program.
$54,000 in chemicals and equipment
from Preiser Scienci.fic Co. for che
• $35,000 for a project encicled
College of Science and Technology.
"Kencucky/ARC Planning Assistance from
the Kcncucky Appalachian Task Force.
$52,907 from the Cabinet for Workforce
Development fur 1995-96 MSU Licking • $34,771 from the Cabinet for Workforce
Valley Extended Campus Center JOBS
Development for 1995 Family Literacy
Program.
Program in Morgan County.

• $50,182 from Lexmark International,
Inc., for 1995-96 Lexmark Technical
Writing Services.

• $31,781 from the Cabinet for Workforce
Development for 1995 Family Lceracy
Project.

• $25,000 from the Kencucky Department
of Corrections for a project entitled
"Substance Abuse Programs: Success or
Failure."

• $12,500 from the Kencucky Wood
Produces Competiciven~ Corporation for
Kenrucky Wood Produces Competitiveness
Corporation Awareness Progam.
• $10,800 from Kenrucky NSF/EPSCoR for
"Tncegrodifferential Equations for TwoDimensional Transition Kernels in Particle
Transport: Derivation and Numerical
Compucarion."
• $10,000 from che estate of Mable G.
Pullen for scholarships.

• $24,648 from the Kencucky Real Estate
Commis.5ion for Real Estate .Educarion
Granr Program, 1995-96.
• $23,000 from the Cabinet for Workforce
Development for 1995-96 Teacher
Education Enrichment Activities.
• $20,000 in livestock from William H.
Grant for the equine program.
• $20,000 from the Kencucky Department
of Education for Interdisciplinary Early
Childhood Education, Birth co Primary,
Phase rv.
• $19,500 in artwork from Monis
Schuster for the permanent arc
collection.
• $13,219 from the University of Kentucky
Research Foundation for "Resolution of
Kernels of lntegrodifferential Equations of
Two-Dimensional Transition Operators of
Invariant Imbedding Models."
• $12,500 from che Citizens Bank of
Morehead for unrescricced suppon.
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a.ia Mallim Mosley (63) retired from
ICldUng after 31 ycais in Ohio and Ky.
~ Gc.aloo (64) was presented cbe
19')5 KASA.Distinguished Service Award. She is
the clcmcnwy Supervisor in Llncoln County
Schools. Her accomplishments range from che
cmblishmcnt of a councy-wide GED program co
die acuioo of a pionccri.og parent volunteer
progcam.

Gay S. Cm. (66) was appointed president
ofdie Stan: Higher Education Executive Officers
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of Directors for over 15 years, serving as president
for three years, and is currently serving as income
development chairman.
Stanley CW'tU Coy (70) was appointed
demencary principal of Glenford. Elementary
School in Glenford, Ohio, by the Northern Local
Board of Education of Perry County. He moved
his publishing company, Eagle Press, to Somerset,
Ohio. Eagle Press is an educarional book
publishing business.

William Ray
F.distenkamper (70) is
a cealtor in Sarasota, FL,
specialiUng in Gulf
Coast boaring
properties. He serves on
the board of directors
for Pinc View School for
the Gifted, where his
lWO daughters attend
Williom Roy Echstenkomper
school. Bill moved co
Florida after selling his electronic security business
Ridmd Crowe (67), a Hazard Community of20 years, XMARC. lnc. His company secured
College professor, was awarded the prestigious
all of the Kentucky Stare Police Crime Labs, and
1995 Freedoms Foundation Leavey Aw:ird for
he designed the elaborate security system now in
m:dlena: in privace enterprise educarion. He
place in the Kentucky governor's mansion.
nxmoo a $7,500 cash prize, and was honored for
Navy Capt. Bru~ D. Rutherford (71)
bis rr:ad:iing program "Economics as a Second
recently
received the Legion of Merit while
Language.• The program employs foreign
serving
with
die Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
language participative teaching mechods to make
in
Washington,
D.C. He was awarded the medal
the classroom feel more like a work coviroomem
for
his
outstanding
performance as the Navy
r.han a lecture hall.
BloodProgram director.
Many
R ~ Columba (73) has been promored
Alsofrom
to the rank of associate professor with tenure ac
(69) is the
Lehigh University in Pennsylvania. She is in rhe
director of
department ofeducation, and specializes in
Young
demencary education and machematics
Peoples Day
education. She has published more than 20
Camp of
articles for scholarly journals. Columba counsels
Northern
on curriculum developmeoc in marhemarics in
f.kJrty Alsofrom (left) and Queens
school
districts. From I 993-94, Columba, along
Mortin Finklestein (NY) and is
wich four otber Lehigh Valley machematics
also a physical educarion ccacher ac Jamaica High
educarors, were awarded a $1 million Lehigh
School in New York. A co-worker, M.artin
Valley Mathematics Planning Grant from che
Finldrscrio (70), is also a teacher and coach at
National Science foundation.
Jamaica High School. Only in America can cwo
MSU grads end up teaching in che same New
Francis Nash (73) of Grayson, has written a
Yodc. Uty High School and both be named
book, Towm over Kentucky-A History ofRadio
"Mmy.9
mu/ Television in the Bluegrass StaU, published by
HostCommunicarion of Lexington. This is the
Martha C.ampbell (70) was co-chair of the
first attempt to chronicle the rich heritage of the
American Cancer Society (ACS) U5 event for "A
broadcascing intlusrry in che scare.
Sunday in the Country." They raised over
$20,000, the highcsc amount ever raised for an
Micb.ad G. Sbcppard (75), Vice President
CYCDt in the state of Aorida. This was the eighth
of the Legal and Oaim Departments for
yar for this event and she has been the co-chair
Permanent General, rhe insurance division of
lngram Induscric:s, has been admitted co che Ohio
cacb year. Campbell has been on the ACS Board
Asmciarioo (SHEEO) ac che 42nd annual
mming. Cox is cxc:curive direcror of che
KmwdtyCouncil on Higher Educarion. He has
sencd ~ prcsidcm--cloo: fur che past year. Cox
will avasc:c SHEEO projects for 1995-96 on
workfum: preparation and development;
fedcr:iJ/s:cue inrergovernmcnral issues; statewide
mordinatioo and governance; and inremacional
c:rcNngrs, and has redesigned higher education
ddivay sysrems.
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Bae since 1982. He is aaive in the community
and recently coached his son's little league ream ro
a city championship. He resides in Brentwood,
Tennessee, a suburb of Nashville.
Joseph C Craft (76) is vice presidenr of
Human Resources for Challenger Llfu, Inc., in
Louisville.

Susan Dickinson (77) of Danville,
acrendcd t.he Eleventh Annual Highlights
Foundation Writers Workshop. The WorkShop
offered attending wrirers, who hailed from three
countries and 31of che Un.ired Scaces, a full week
of"depch immersion" in the world of writing fur
children. Dickinson began her career as a medical
technologist and in 1984 she traded her
microscope for a cenbook and became a science
reacher for grades seven to 12. Her article, "James
Ray: Race of a Lifcrime," is co be published in
Back Homr in Knuucky
magazine in 1996.
Paul E. Cullinane,

Jr., (78) served as an
R.O.T.C. Ms-JII
lnscrucror ac MSU from
1975-78. He recited
from the U.S. Army in
]une 1994 as an lnf.uury
Colond. He is
Poul E. Cullinane, Jr. employed by the Greaccr
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania Chamber of
Commerce as execucive director, Downtown
Chambersburg. Inc., and is executive director of
the Chambersburg Community Dcvelopmenc
Corporation. He and his wife and three children
reside in Chambersburg. Pa.

Donna Woods (78) is the program
manager of che Rural Regional Prevention Center
of Seven Counties Service, Inc. She recently
received the Robert Straus Award for her
outstanding subscance abuse prevenrion efforts
throughour Kenrucky. Woods has more than cen
years of substance abuse prevenrion experience
and is a former member of che board of directors
of the National Associacion of Prevention
Professionals and Advocates and served as cochair of the Regional Prevention Necwodc.
if-

Bud Ludce (79).
vice president wich che
Ashland, Kentucky,
..
office of J.J.B. Hilliard,
.. I
W.L Lyons, Inc., has
\
been named to the AllAmerican Team of the
American Funds Group
of murual funds. Lucke
Bud Luclce was cited for
'

~

~:-.

~

outstanding service to investors in che Tri-Stare
area and for excellence in financial counseling in
mutual fund investments and variable annuicy
contraccs. He has been with Hilliard Lyons since
1984. He has been in the financial services field
for 11 years and has been named Goalmaker,
Master Goalmaker, and vice president, as well as
atcained membership inco the exclusive Exeauive
Oub for his firm.
Bryan C Mays (80) recently worked for
Princess Cruise Lines in Europe and Alaska. He is
currently seeking a university position in brass,
winds, arranging and composirion. He resides in
Florida.
Joseph G. McKay (80) is employed by the
Mason Councy Board of Education as a Tule I
Teacher at Jones Elemenrary. He is head coach for
rhe Girls Varsity Soccer Team and assistant coach
for the Boys Varsity Soccer ceam. He is the
Mason County Middle School's Boys Basketball
program coordinaror and head coach for the
eighth grade boys basketball team and assistant
coach for the boys seventh grade basketball ream.
Jim Brown {83) has accepred a position as a
librarian for Western Reserve Academy in
Hudson, Ohio. His wife Cheryl (83) is a
homemaker and recently gave birth to their fifth
child.

Kathryn {Kate) Remlinger (83) recently
earned her Ph.D. in Rhetoric and Technical
Communication from Michigan Technological
Univmity. Her dissenarion is a sociolinguisric
analysis of university srudents' calk and wriring:
"Produaion, Resistance, and Opposirion:
Srudents Llnguiscic:ally Constituting Notions of
Gender and Sexuality." She is currentlyassiscant
prof~or of linguistics and composition at
Grande Valley Scace University in Allendale,
Michigan.

St.even D. Fouch (84), Captain, USAF, has
recently completed his Masters of Aeronaurical
Science in Aerospace Operations with a 4.0
average at Embry Riddle Aeronautical University.
Cape. Pouch is also one of che first in his career
lield as an inscrucror pilot co train new and
upcoming pilots in a joint military operation,
including Ait Force, Navy, Marine and Coasc
Guard. He is presently flying the new Air force
T- LA Jayhawk Learjet and has acquired over
2,000 hours flying rime. He and his fumilrare
stationed at Reese AFB, Lubbock, TCXllS.
Andrew Boyd Kni~ey (84) has been
named che publisher of The Daily Couriuin
Connellsville, Pa. Th( Daily CAurier is a 12,000
cirrulation paper and is published six days a week.
Andy came from Mansfield, Ohio, where he was

..

'

che vice presidenc of New Business Developmem.
He L~ married co Barabara Crager Kniceley (84)
and chey have cwo children.

Mark Ledford (84)
is vice presidenc of che
Mounr Sccrling National
Bank in Kenrucky. He
was recently honored
during me Deparnnent
for Technical Educacion's
l 4ch annual awards and
recognicion ceremony.

Lcdfo~ was recognized
for bemg a stace
commissioner in che Department for Technical
Educmon.
Mork U!dford

Shalecn Craig Simmons (84) is rhe owner
of che Lirde Lambs Child Cire in Lexmgcon. She
and her husband have chree children.

Tracee L. Buchanan-Evans (87) has been
deacd Radio Presidenc of rhc Texas Associated
Press Broadcasters' Board of Directors. BuchananEvans is currenuy overseeing a research project for
the Texas A..P. and researching a book she is
wricing on che history ofWOAI, one of the fim
commercially-licensed radio smcions in che
councry. She is an award-winning news reporcer
and anchor ar WOAI News Radio in San
Anronio where she bosrs a talk show and reaches
Radionv/Fll.m classes ar San Amonio College.
She and her husband Larry S. Evans, Il,(90), a
compucer graphics and animarion specialist,
reside in San Antonio with their cwo-year-old
daughter.
Anita Jo Wells (87) graduated in 1994
&om the Kenrucky Tech and is now a respiratory
therapist in Louisville.

Drew A. Crafton (89) recently received che
Navy Commendation Medal while assigned to
rhe Naval Nuclear Power Training command in
Orlando, Fla. Crafton was awarded the: medal for
his ouLSLanding five·ycar performance borh as the:
informacion systems deparcmenr director and as a
nuclear power instn1cror: Displaying superior
reaching ~kill, he ciptivared the minds ofeach
scudem under hi~ ru1elage. He significantly
increased the ability of each nuclear power planr
operator.
John L Taylor (89) has been promored co
score manager at the Elkins, West Virginia, WalMan. His \vife Denise Metzger Taylor (89) who
is a free-lance graphic artist just had their fourrh
child.
Anita Vandeventer (90) is a concrollcr ar
Kentucky Technology Service, Inc., in Lcxingron.
She received her CPA in December, 1994.

Michael "Boogi' Charles (91) is working
at DcRoyal Surgical in Ewing, Virginia, as
purchasing agenr and assistant manager for the
incentive payroll program.
Lee Bryant (91) was promoted to co-owner
of WO Bryant & Son, True Value. Sue Anne
Litton Bryant (91) reaches second and third
grade ar Whitley Nonh Elemenrary in Kentucky.
They have one son and reside in Williamsburg.

Susan L. Compton (91) received a
promotion from the Renral division of Encerprise
Rem-A-Car 10 liabiliry claims adjusror. She is
being rransfcrred ro Ft. Lauderdale co be pare of
che stare-up team for the entire stare: of Florida.

Rodney W. Hubbard {91) recently
accepted a promotion to Varsity assisranr baseball
coach ac Fairfield High School in Fairfield, Ohio,
where he has been reaching Health Educacion for
the past four years. He played baseball for MSU
in l987-91. In the summer of 1989, he
represenred MSU and wenr co F.urope to play
baseball incemarionally with Arhlercs in Action.
On December 2, he flew co Ecuador with AIA
(coaching staff) ro work with rheir Olympic ream
and junior Olympic team :md bold baseball
clinics for rwo weeks.
Keny M. Cowan, Jr. (92) was recognized
ar the Fall Awards Banquet sponsored by the
Keorucky Society of Certified Public Accounranrs
honoring new CPAs and successful candidates
&om che May 1995 CPA Examination. Cowan
received the Honorable Mencion Award, given
only 10 those who pass all four pans of the
examination on the first attempt. He works for
Healchfust, Inc.

Jennifer K. Hubbard (92) is a procurement
specialist for FERMCO in fairfield, Ohio.
1imothy P. Lo&oo (92), an invcsrmenc
represenrarive for Edward D. Jones & Co., a
national brokerage finn in Springboro, Ohio,
recently finished the lronrnan Canada race in I3
hours, 10 minUlcs, benering his pln'ious rime in
I992 by over 50 minute.. The fronrnan
Triathalons consist of a swim of 2.4 miles, a bike
ride of 112 miles and a marachon run of 26.2
miles.
JeffYouog (92) is the assistant baseball
coach at Emory University in Georgia. He will
serve primarily as che basebaUream's pitching
coach. He has head coaching experience in
summer leagues, mosc recently with the Fuoacho
Flames (Cincinnati), a ceam of 18-year-olds, and
the Cincinnati Hurricanes, a team of 16-yearolds. Young spent two years as head c-0ach for the

nationaJly-rankccl women's fusr pirch sofi:ball ream
ac MSU.
Patricia Maxwell Cutlip (93) was
recognized ar the Fall Awards Banquet sponsored
by the Kenrudcy Sociery of Cenified Public
Accouncanrs honoring new CPAs and successful
candid.ares from the May 1995 CPA
Examioanon. She works for Jim Harris, CPA.
Drew Phillip Haney (93) has been named
branch manager of Beneficial Management
Corporacion of America's Bridgeporr, W. V.,
office. Haney joined Beneficial West Virginia
Inc., as branch service manager of the
Humingron office. Prior to char, he was a field
underwriter for Mutual of New York in
Lc:xingcon.
Lydia Ellis Crawford (94) was recogniu:d
ac the Eall Awards Banquer sponsored by the
Kenrucky Society of Cercified Public Accounrarirs
honoring new CJ>As and successful candidates
from the May 1995 CPA Examinacion. Crawford
received the Honorable Memion Award, given
only to chose who pass all four pares of the
examinarion on the first anempt. She works for
TransFab, Inc.

Belinda Allen (95) is an dcmenrary
counselor ar Allen Elemcnrary in Floyd Counry.
She received her mascers in elementary counseling
in May. 1995.

Esta Sorts Phipps
Florence Owin~ Shields
Mitchell Oakley Woocon
Elmer P. Crah
Julian L Dorsey
Thdma L Earwood
Thdma B. Fraley Stidam
OUie DeRosa
M1ude Snowden
T. Divin White
Hayden M. C1rmichad
Pauline C. Fox
Beulah B. Crawford
John H. Rains
Paul H. Adams
Ira P. Whirakcr
Margaret Srewan Caudill
Herschell Pack
M. Ger:ildine Cow.in fa'Cllil:ll1
Stella Byrd Brooks
Lillie D. Pergwon
Don F. Burchen
Ruby J. Aaoncry
Haul F. Perry
Abe L Wtreman
Joe R. Adkins
Larry W. DeBord
Harry D. Nickels
Lou Josephine P:uwns Ward
Pattie R. Hendrix Mai
Charles E. Womack
Walter Lawrence Blair
Linda W. Eads
Geneva Rose Williams
Dorochy P. Terry
David L Baker
Gary H.Amett
Roger Todd
Naonu Patricia Wcsr
Rhonda Buckner f lolbrook
Darlene C. King llh:utlc
Ralph E. Wall
James D. Hall

1933
1934
1935
1936
1938
1938
1939
1940
1940
1940
1941
1941
1944
1944
1947
1947
1949
1952
1953
1954
1954
1955
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1959
1%0
1963
1963
1965
1968
1968
1970
1971
1972
1973
1981
1988
1988
1988
1993

Services were held Ocrobcr 29 in Morehead
for I...aredo "Dorothy" Blackbum Conley, of
Williamsburg, a retired MSU faculty member
who died Oct. 25 in Corbin.
She began her career at the University in
1959 as a librarian and retired In 1977 as an
assisranc profesror of demencary educacion. She
was a member of che Morehead United
Methodisr Church. She was preceded in death by her husband, Frank Edward "F.E. Chuck"
Conley. Survivors include a daughrer, B.J. "Braunita" Smirh of Williamsburg; a brother; a sistc1
cwo grandchildren and a great-grandson.
Mabd Williams Barber, 83, of Morehead. as.sismnr profesoor cmerirus of psychology at
Morehead Scare Universicy, died December 26, 1995.
A fooner public school teacher in Morgan arid Lawrence counties, she also caughr ar
University Breckinridge School and was a reacher and counselor ar MSU for 15 years. retiring in
1975. Acrive in several civic organizarions, she received many honors including selection as che
1988 Kentucky Mocher of the Year.
Survivors include her husband, Woodrow W. Barber, a son, Dr. George C. Barber of
Morehead; a daughrcr, Janie Kissling of Marierra, Ga.; one brother; one siscer, seven
grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
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MSU grad Bruce Mattingly earns international distinction
Psychology professorlfaculty regerit awarded NIH grant
BY ResE.OCA BAil.EY

D

Bruce Adams Mattingly, profesoor of psychology and fuatlcy representative on
cbe Univers.icy's Board of Regen cs, has earned incemarional disrinaion and recognition
for his research in neuroscience.
"When I fust came to MSU as a sruderu, certain
doocs were opened for me, so cbac I was able to
become involved in research as a srudenc. This
changed cbe direa:ion of my life," he stated As an
undergracluare, he won the Kenrucky Psychological
Association (Ernest Meyers) Award for cbe Best
Undergraduare Research Paper &om Kenrucky
C.Olleges and Universities for chree consecrurive
academic years.
a
A Louisville native, he received a bachdor of
science degree in 1974. He earned masters and
doctoral d~ in psychology from the Universiry
ofKcnrucky, and &om 1979-80 he was a postdoctoral fdlow ac the Universicy of Kenrucky
Medical Cenrer. He has caught ac MSU since 1980.
Most rec.emly, Dr. Maningly received a chree-year
federal grant, mealing $101,237, &om cbe Narional
Institutes of Health, the first NIH grant received by
an MSU faruh.y member.
The grant projecr, which runs through July 1998,
is entitled "Rccepror-Dependem Se.nsirizarion to
Coctinc."
"Cocaine is a bigbly-addicrive drug which produces its pleasurable effu:ts by altering
brain neurochemistry in the brain regions concrolling emotions and morivarioas," Dr.
Mattingly said in discwsing his srudy. "The chronic abuse of cocaine appears to produce
long-term changes in brain neurochemistry which may lead to the appearance of a
number of psydtiarric disorders ranging from panic attac:b to paranoid psychosis.
"The major objective of my research is to srudy me involvement of the chemical
t
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m~ dopamine

in cbese cocaine-induced behavioral effu:ts. Hopefully, an
understanding of the immediate and long-term effects of cocaine on brain dopamine
sysrems will lead to more dfecrive creaanencs fur cocaine
addiction and cocaine-induced behavioral disorders."
Mattingly believes that "me quality of our
publicarions and our history of productivity was very
important in receiving chis grant-they knew they would
gee something in return."
He stresses cbe importance of srudem involvement
in bis research. "In my reaching ac MSU," he explained,
"l cry co creace cbe same kinds of experienres char were
here for me when Twas asmdenc." His students nor only
condua laboratory research, bur also write and present
their findi~.
Mattingly rec:eived Morehead Stare University's
Distinguished Researcher Award in 1987 and the
Outstanding Science Teacher Award from the Kenmcky
Academy of Science in 1993. He is married to Debra
Marringly, director ofMSU's Child Development
Asoociare Program and two-rime MSU grad. Their
daughter Beeb is a senior at UK; their son Ben is a senior
ac RoW'clll Councy High School. His hobbie; include
running. biking and swimming. and he has compered in
triathlons and marathons.
"Worldwide, tbe major researchers and research institutions in chis field know about
our work, and most assume that MSU is a doctoral-degree granting inscirucion. Mo.st are
surprised ro learn that my research is conducted primarily with undergraduare srudencs."
Bruce Mattingly is jusrifiably proud of cbe prestige bis work is bringing co MSU. ()
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